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ABSTRACT
During its transmission, Syphacia muris Yamaguti 1935, 
(Nematoda: Oxyuroidea), undergoes 4 moults in the rat 
host to become an adult. Worms deposit up to 4000 eggs 
daily on the host's perianal region following a 
circadian rhythm. Most of the eggs are deposited in 
the day time, with a peak occurring around noon time.
The rhythm is dependent upon the behaviour of the rat 
which is itself influenced by the lighting regime in 
the environment. Rats are nocturnal animals and 
normally feed and defaecate at night. Adult female 
worms of S_^  muris, therefore, release eggs during the 
day time when the rat is at rest so as to avoid the 
loss of eggs in the faeces at night.
A technique is described to collect eggs from the 
perianal region of the rat for experimental infections. 
Eggs collected from around the peak of egg-laying 
activity produce the most worms in isolator-raised 
rats. In single infections, the worm burden increases 
with the dose size of eggs administered. But worm size 
is reduced in larger infections. Fecundity remains 
unaltered. In multiple infections a severe expulsion 
phase occurs in male rats. Females bear smaller 
worm burdens.
An infection is transmitted to suckling rats about 
12 days after birth so that litters already harbour 
worms on the day of weaning. The infection increases 
rapidly during the 32 days after weaning, thereafter 
it decreases and oscillates around a constant level.
This oscillation may be attributed to periods of 
refraction and susceptibility to infection by the host. 
Infestation levels are remarkably similar in rats caged 
individually and in groups, indicating a degree of 
stability in the transmission strategy of Syphacia muris
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The transmission of nematode parasites in vertebrate 
hosts includes several features. During transmission, 
a nematode proceeds through certain stages of development. 
Its entry into a host is determined in some cases by its 
behaviour and that of its host. The worm burden in the 
host is regulated by the age and sex of the host, the 
numbers of infective stages entering it, and immune 
responses as well as other factors. In spite of repeated 
infections, a remarkable stability may be produced whereby 
the worm burden within the host does not increase 
infinitely. References in support of these features are 
cited below. The present study investigates the trans­
mission of the oxyuroid nematode Syphacia muris Yamaguti, 
1935 from the laboratory rat in the context of the 
features mentioned.
(a) The development of a nematode proceeds from the egg 
through 4 larval stages to the adult form (Chitwood 
& Chitwood, 1974). Each larval stage is followed 
by a moulting of the cuticle and the growth of the 
worm. During growth, the worm increases in size 
and adds new structures to its body. The adult 
female then produces either larvae or eggs. These 
become infective when a suitable host is reached.
Among oxyuroid nematodes such as the human pinworm 
Enterobius vermicularis Linn, 1758, moulting occurs 
twice inside the egg (Chitwood, quoted by Otto, 1966) 
Two further moults occur in the caecum of man. The 
moulting stages for other oxyuroids is unknown. 
However, it is a general belief that at least one 
moult takes place while the larva is still within 
the egg shell (Otto, 1966).
(b) Many parasites possess adaptive features designed 
to facilitate transmission to their hosts. The 
circadian rhythm exhibited by several parasites 
is pertinent to this study.
It is known that a few parasites make their 
appearance during precise periods of the 24-hour 
day, and this is linked to the activity of their 
hosts. The human pinworm E. vermicularis migrates 
to the perianal area at night to deposit its eggs 
(MacArthur, 1930) . The rat pinworm Syphacia muris 
oviposits on the perianal region during the day 
(Van der Gulden, 1367) as does the mouse pinworm 
Syphacia obvelata Rudolphi, 1802 (Lewis & Shava, 
1977). All these worms deposit eggs during periods 
of their hosts' inactivity presumably to avoid being 
lost otherwise. Another mouse pinworm, Aspiculuris 
tetrantera Nitzsch, 1921 oviposits mainly at night 
so that it may be transmitted in the faeces which 
deposited then. It,therefore, has a rhythm of 
oviposition at night (Phillipson, 1374) designed 
to allow eggs to be carried out in the faeces when
mice are most active.
Many species of microfilariae exhibit circadian 
activity. Extensive work reviewed by Hawking 
(196 4’, 1375) has shown that Wuchereria bancrofti 
Cobbold, 17563, B rugi a mal ayi Brugia,1927,
Dirofilaria corynodes Linstow, 1899 are transmitted 
by mosquitoes at night. To facilitate transmission,
the parasites appear in the peripheral blood of the
host so as to be picked up by the mosquito. boa 
lea Guyot, 1778 on the other hand migrates to the 
peripheral blood system in the daytime because its 
vector Chrysops spp. is a daytime feeder.
HawlvLng (1967) shüwet: that oxygen to nsi on in the 
blood is linked to the migration of fciio filarial 
parasites. The lowered oxygen tension in "ian at 
night allowed for tlie migration of f . bane -^f ! i ,
B . fiiala.y i and I)i rofilaria  immit j.s Leid.y , 1856 .
An increase in oxygen tension during the day 
apparently causes Boa loa migration. Such 
evidence goes to suggest that wormr; are stimulated 
to begin a circadian rhythm by a factor in the host 
bod V .
(c) The age of a host influences the nirnbers of parasites 
that may become established. It is almost axioinatic 
that parasitic helminth numbers decrease with the in­
crease of host age. This may he either due to innate 
resistance or acquired immunity on tiie part of the host.
Innate resistance has been demonstrated by Banter (1969) 
for By nhacia obyrM a I, a in mice, and for As pi rnl u;ris 
tetra ntcj'a in the same rodent (liatl ies, 1951a; Stahl, 
1961 h) The situation in the case of _A . to t.-o p t e e  
lias hr'en verified by Jacobson ih.’cd (1174). 
lut A robi as ve rwi reil ,',m''i s i nci d en ce r, cours most] v
erne eg children (Cheng, 1973).
On th(' other liand, age resistance does not appear to 
operate in the "r'l ;-d I.sliment of Oei' 0 pliages tAt-juri
rad i a turn audoloni, 1803 , Ibniccto-u m
1900 (hayhow, 1940). • Tb-'i ta^ -;■ Pr- Çpgppcpgie pn m t  eta 
Linstow, 1907 in calves age dependent y-alley, 1949). 
Carles (193?) found Trichostrongylus cal carat us Ran son:, 
1911 to be equally infective in ;/oungcr and older 
rabbits. Larsh a Idendri.cks ( 1949) found no 
difference in localization of T r i el j. noil a s pi. ral i s 
Owen, 183 5 in young and adult mi ce . i c ho s t ro 11 r_v 1_ u s
col.ubri formi s Giles, 1892 in guinea pigs is not 
limited by age of host (Berlich, 115*). Boss f Olson
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(1965) discovered that new horn mice wore marc 
resistant to T. spiralis than 8 year old mice.
Stoimenov (1976) stated that more Hetorakis spp. 
survived in older hosts than in young. The 
incidence of Skrjahingylus nasicola Leuckert, 164? in 
weasels increased with the age of the host in 
the wild (King, 1977). Taylor & Kilpatrick (1980) 
carried out experimental infections with Trichostrongylus 
vitrinus Looss, 1909 in lambs and found that older 
lambs harboured larger infections. But Budzinski 
& Myktowycz (1963) noted no relation between age 
and level of infection in rabbits harbouring 
Trichostrongylus retortaeformis Zeder, 1900.
It has been suggested that innate age resistance 
has occurred in parasite-host systems as a result 
of the long association between the two organisms 
(Sandground, 1929).
(d) The transmission strategy of a parasite is to produce 
vast numbers of infective stages in ordsr to ascertain 
that a few at least survive to become adults. 
Consequently, nematode parasites are prolific egg 
producers. The liuman pinworm E. vermicularis has 
the capacity to contain 4,600 to 16 ,000 eggs 
(Reardon, 1938). A female Ascaris lumbricoides 
Linnaeus, 1798 contains about 27 million eggs and 
deposits over 20 0 ,0 00 of them per day for several 
months (Brown & Belding, 1964). hecator americanus 
Stiles, 1902 deposits between 9,000 to 10,000 eggs 
daily (Cheng, 1973). The filarial nematode 
V/uchereria produces several million larvae during 
its lifetime while Ancylostoma duodenale Lubini,
1843 lays 2 9,000 to 30,000 eggs per day (Schmidt 
8< Roberts, 1977). Although all the eggs or larvae 
produced by these parasites may not reach their 
, respective hosts, the latter are, however, exposed 
daily to a large number of the infective stages.
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The numbers of worms that become established 
may depend upon the size of dose of eggs or 
larvae that are administered. It has been 
demonstrated in many cases that worm burden 
varies inversely with the size of the infective 
dose that is administered, acting in a density- 
dependent manner. The work of Dorman (1928) 
on Heterakis papillosa Bloch, 1782 showed that 
a small dose of eggs allowed a higher 
worm establishment in chickens. Ackert, Graham,
Nolf and Porter (1931) and Sadun (1949) found a 
lower dose of eggs of Ascaridia galli Freeborn,
1923 in chickens led to a higher proportion of 
adults becoming established. Fewer Nippostrongylus 
brasiliensis Travassos, 1914 adults were established 
from a higher dose than a lower dose of larvae 
administered to rats (Africa, 1931; Haley, 1938;
Sey, 1969). Dobson (1965, 1974) demonstrated 
a similar dose size effect on the survival of 
Amplicaecum robertsi Sprent & Mines, I960 in mice 
and Oesophagostomum columbianurn Curtice, 1890 
in sheep. Dose dependent worm establishment was 
also observed in the case of Ostertagia ostertagi 
Stiles, 1892 infections in calves (Michel, 1969).
A high dose of eggs affects the nematode in two other 
ways, namely by reducing the size and fecundity of 
worms establishing in the definitive host. Numerous 
examples of this can be cited from the literature. 
Africa (1931), Ogilvie & Hockley (I968) reported 
that size and fecundity of N . brasiliensis was 
reduced when the infective dose size was large in
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comparison to a small one. Krupp (1961) found 
that high doses of A. caninun^ eggs yielded a low 
number of adult parasites. Dobson (1974) 
discovered a similar effect with doses of 0 . 
columbianurn eggs. Reduction in size of worms 
and fecundity have been attributed to effects of 
crowding in large worm populations by Hill (1926),
Sarles (1929), McCoy (1931), Chandler (1936),
Michel (1963), Kassai & Aitken (1967). It is 
likely that competition for food and space are 
responsible (Read., 1951) as is the immune 
response.
(e) The immune response, depicted by the expulsion of 
worms from the intestine, may also be viewed as a 
measure to regulate the transmission of nematodes.
Two expulsion phenomena are recognized in a major 
review by Wakelin (1978). In some nematode 
transmission cycles, worms are expelled spontaneously 
at tlie time of a primary infection. Bpontaneous 
expulsion of worms has been noted in frichjnell a 
spiralis (Larsh g Race, 1954),Trichostrongylus 
colubriformis (Herlich, Douvres & Isenstein 1956),
Nipp0strongylus brasiliensis (Haley, 1962) , Trichuris 
muris (Wakelin, 1967), Aspiculuris tetraptera (Behnke,
1975), Nematospiroides (=Heligmosomoides polygyrus) 
dubius (Cypess et al., 1977) Strongyloides ratti 
(Moqbel & Denham, 1977) .
A second type of expulsion occurs when a secondary
infection is superimposed on a primary worm burden.
This commonly-occurring phenomenon is observed in
the laboratory and in the wild. Btoll (1929)
termed it ’self-cure’ when he observed the abrupt
elimination of Haemonchus contortus ' in
sheep previously exposed to an infection. The expulsion of
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Ostertagi a ostertagi (Michel, 1963; 1969) 
in calves is also a self-cure phenomenon.
Worm expulsion operates as a negative feedback, 
restraining the worm burden from increasing to 
levels lethal to the host. But this is not 
deleterious to the transmission of the worm.
On the contrary, by limiting its burden, the 
parasite avoids causing death to its host and 
ensures its own survival.
(f) It is reasonable to suggest that if all the
infective stages reaching a host were to become 
established, these would lead to an exponential 
growth in the worm burden similar to the way an 
animal population would increase. However, as 
mentioned earlier, parasite numbers are regulated 
by the age of the host, the dose size of the 
infective stage, immune responses and other factors, 
such as competition. These factors produce a 
stablising effect on the worm burden In the 
individual host so that after an initial rise in 
numbers of worms, there exists a remarkable state 
of equilibrium. Both Crofton (1971 ) and Anderson
(1976) arrived at this conclusion using mathematical 
models. In the presence of regulating factors, the 
stablised state is reflected by a plateau in the 
growth of worm burden (Anderson, 1976) .
When oscillations occur in worm burden, they do so 
around a mean level. Regulatory mechanisms are 
cited as being responsible for the stability in many 
nematode populations found in tnammalian hosts in the
f'.
wild (Grundmann, V/arnock and Wassom, 1976).
In general, the persistence of many parasites in 
their hosts in spite of repeated infections, 
suggests that regulation of their numbers is a normal 
feature.
The present work on the transmission of G. muris 
in the laboratory rat was undertaken for several reasons. 
Although muris has been reported universally
both in the wild and in the laboratory situation, 
little work has been done on its transmission.
Yamaguti (1935) first described G_. muris from the 
’large intestine’ of Rattus norvégiens var albus 
as Enterobius muris (Oxyuridae). He later (1941) 
emended it and transferred it to the genus Syphacia.
Since then it has been reported in breeding colonies 
in the United States by Prince (1950), Hussey (1957), 
Stahl (1961 a), Blair and Thompson (1969); in the 
United Kingdom by Owen (1972), Sparrow (1975), Taffs 
( 1975); in France by Roman ( 1969) ;Austria (iluller,
1976); Germany (Strasser & Tiefenbach, 1977); Japan 
(Tanaka, Ohshima & Fujinami, 1974). Perhaps there are 
no animal houses in the world where S. muris does not 
occur.
Although 3. muris is not known to be pathogenic, its 
presence in animal breeding houses is a nuisance to 
breeders (pers. comm.) because worm-free animals 
cannot be supplied to customers for research.
Efforts to eliminate and curb S. muris infections with 
t\ie use of chemotherapeutic drugs has met with little 
success. For example, Blair and Thompson (1969) 
used pyrvinium pamoate against the worm but reported 
that reinfections appeared 3 weeks after treatment. 
Strasser and Tiefenbach (1977) treated muris 
infected rat colonies with fenbendazole for 5 months
before clearing the infection. however, the 
infection reappeared within 7 months. Although 
Thompson et al. (1962) reported that after 
piperazine treatment they were able to clear 
5. muris infection, and Van den Bossche (1972) 
stated that worms were expelled 3 days after 
treatment with mebendazole, the efficacy of 
these drugs is doubtful. D'Silva (unpublished 
data) autopsied apparently worm-free rats after 
treatment with piperazine and mebendazole, only 
to find ovigerous females in the host caecum.
Outbreaks of S. muris infections are known to 
occur (Strasser & Tiefenbach 1977) and these are 
especially a threat to animals being raised in sterile 
conditions (Owen & Turton, 1979) .
In spite of the easy availablilty of S. muris in 
the laboratory and considering the problems posed 
by it in animal houses, very little is known about 
the rat pinworm. Prince (1950) published a study 
on the life cycle of Syphacia obvelata in rats but 
these specimens were later reidentified as S. muris 
in 1951 (see Hussey, 1957). The latter author 
established distinctive morphological differences 
between muris which occurred in the rat, and 
S . obvelata which wap found in the mouse caecum.
A scanning microscope description of S. muris 
from a rat host in Spain was published by Tenora et 
al. (l97o). An electron microscope study in Japan 
was also reported briefly by V/akai, Kikuchi and 
Hayashi (1975) but no micrographs were published.
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The 8-day life cycle was reported by Stahl 
(1961a, 1 963). He showed that gravid S. muris 
from the rat caecum migrated down to the colon to 
deposit eggs on the peri-anal region of the host.
When these eggs were picked up by the rat, 
apparently in the act of grooming, and were 
ingested, the eggs became infective immediately.
The male disappeared within 72 hours of development.
A study on experimental infection of S. muris in
mice was carried out by Fukui, Adachi & Hayashi (1973);
unfortunately no translation of the paper was available.
Singhvi & Johnson (1976) and Ashour (1980) found 
wild rats to be infected with S_. muri s in India 
and Egypt respectively. The intensity of infection 
increased wi.th age (Singhvi & Johnson, 1977; Ashour 
op. cit.) . Roman (1969), Roman & Kientruong (1973) 
found that the course of S. mnris infection in labor­
atory rats was sporadic. There were periods when 
the liosis displayed a high infection followed by 
refraction. But these periods exhibited no sustained 
patterns.
The thesis of Van der Gulden (1966) was a signi­
ficant contribution to the study of B . muris;
Van der Gulden demonstrated that muris deposited 
large numbers of eggs on the perianal region of tlie 
host. The deposition followed a circadian rhytiim, 
with most of the eggs being laid during the day titie. 
Egg deposition was stimulated by lower temperature 
and higher 1 reduction potential in the perianal
area. The results of his work were published in two 
papers in 1967, 1 9 76.
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Tlie paucity of knowledge regarding the transmission 
of S. muris led to the present investigation. It 
was expected that muris would proceed through 
4 larval stages of development and these could be 
studied with the aid of the electron microscope.
The diurnal rhythm of egg deposition might be 
linked to the activity of the host. The establish­
ment of S. muris rnight be regulated by density- 
dependent factors. The age and sex of the host 
was likely to influence the worm burden and whether 
or not continuous autoinfection might lead to an 
exponential increase in worm burden required further 
study.
-ooOoo-
CHAPTER II
1 2 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present work required the use of worm-free rats, 
and the handling and collection of Syphacia muris eggs.
Both these presented problems initially.
(1) General Husbandry of Rat Hosts;
Worm free rats were required throughout the course of 
this work for experimental purposes. The Sprague- 
Dawley rats in the animal houses were, however, generally 
infected with Syphacia muris. This was demonstrated by 
applying a 1" x 1” piece of Sellotape to the perianal 
region of the host, and pressing it thereon 5 times. 
Examination of the Sellotape under a dissecting or compound 
microscope revealed the presence of S.muris eggs.
Therefore, attempts were made to make the rats worm-free 
by using two anthelmintics, namely, piperazine citrate 
(Citrazine (J.M. Loveridge Ltd.)) and mebendazole ('Equiverm' 
(Crown Chemical Co., Ltd.)). Piperazine citrate was given 
in the water at the rate of 100 mg/kg body weight to freshly 
weaned, 3 week old litter pups for 3 days. Thereafter the 
animals were sampled by Sellotape for the presence of eggs 
on the perianal region. The absence of eggs implied no 
worms were present. However, as a precautionary measure, 
several rats which did not have eggs on the perianal region 
at the end of the treatment were autopsied and the caeca 
examined. Autopsies revealed that compared to infection 
in untreated animals, the worm burden in treated animals 
became reduced sharply. Worms in treated animals were, 
therefore, never completely eliminated and rats were 
never worm-free.
A .003/u solution of mebendazole mixed in 1% Tween 80 was 
also administered to 3 week old infected rats in the 
drinking water. The treatment was given over a 13-day 
period before worm elimination could be observed, both 
by the perianal area sampling, and by host autopsy.
1 3 .
In sharp contrast to piperazine citrate, mebendazole 
allowed a better elimination of worms. Only one or 
two female worms were found in treated animals.
Therefore, .003m mebendazole was used in the initial period 
of this study to make rats worm-free. In all cases, only 
3 week old, freshly-weaned rats were dosed. These rats 
were used to study (i) the life cycle of S. muris and 
(ii) its pattern of egg deposition.
The use of mebendazole on the other hand had two drawbacks.
After treatment of the hosts, its residual effect on 
the re-infection experiments were unknown. Mebendazole 
is known to remain in the host body several hours after 
treatment (Van den Bossche, personal communication.).
The second drawback was the long length of time the 
treatment took in order to eliminate worms in infected 
animals. By the time the treatment was terminated, 
the animals had grown in age, thus making it impractical 
to use them for age-related studies. To overcome these 
problems, it was decided that isolator-raised, ger':!-free 
rats shou1d he used.
Two canopy isolators (Vickers Medical, Vickers Ltd., 
Basingstoke) attached to a fan blower were used to house 
and raise the germ-free rats. The method for maintaining 
these is described in some detail below. Each canopy 
(Fig. 1) was made of polyvinyl chloride film and 
measured 2’ x 2' x 5'. The canopy was mounted on a 
foam sheet laid on a wooden base. Air from the fan 
blower entered the canopy through a.n inlet filter 
attached on one end of A, side . The core of the
filter was made of stainless steel mesh and was cylindrical 
The ends of the cylinder were snugly fitted to PVG bases.
A rvc pipe protruded from the base at the top. It was 
bent at a right angle and fitted into an inlet sleeve in 
the canopy.
1 4 .
Fig. 1. Isolator unit used to raise 
worm-free V/istar rats.
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The stainless steel mesh was wrapped 3 times with glass 
wool, and fastened to the PVG hases at each end by several 
turns of a pressure sensitive Scotch tape (3M). The 
glass wool was covered by a layer of ordinary surgical 
gauze. A loose plastic jacket covered the entire 
cylinder and was secured to the PVG bases by tape and 
jubilee clips to make it air tight. Air entered the jacket 
from the fan blower via a plastic reinforced hose.
The air outlet filter was fitted on the same side of 
the canopy as the inlet filter. Its metal core was 
wrapped once right around the fibre glass wool, and 
surgical gauze. There was no plastic jacket cover.
Air was let out through a right angle PVG pipe fitted 
on to the top of the filter. Air filters were
removed every two months and the glass wool and the 
gauze replaced.
Two heavy duty gloves were mounted on the same side of 
the canopy as the filters. Tlie gloves were used to 
manipulate animals, cages, food, water bottles, saw dust, 
filter papers which were placed inside the isolators.
Gloves had to be occass:onally replaced due to wear and 
tear.
There was a port-hole on the canopy side facing the gloves. 
The port hole was 9" deep and 12” in diameter. It was 
kept covered on the inside and outside by snugly fitting 
plastic covers. The cover inside was held in place by a 
rubber band ; on the outside by several layers of pressure 
sensitive Scotch tape. Animals and materials entering 
and leaving the isolator were held in the port hole briefly 
before the covers were removed.
Materials that were to be introduced into the isolators 
were always autoclaved. These included cages with lids, 
water bottles and tops,rolls of paper towel, 2 litre
17.
flasks of water. All such materials were double wrapped 
in autoclavable polyurethane paper bags which were 
fastened with autoclavable masking tapes. These were 
autoclaved under steam at 15 lbs per square inch pressure 
for 20 minutes. Irradiated rat food pellets were double 
wrapped and supplied by Dixon and Bons, Ware, Herts.
Since the vitamins in irradiated diets were destroyed, 
vitamin K (’Konakion’ Roche Products Ltd.)
ojèi$ 5<~^ f:}ph'ed <=3 y>9 | 6 o « ^ / e 5 .
Autoclaved materials were introduced into the canopy 
through the port hole. The interior of the canopy was 
thoroughly sprayed with a solution of freshly prepared 
2/0 peracetic acid in distilled water mixed with a few 
drops of Teepol. The solution is a disinfectant and 
is a bactericide and is used routinely in isolator 
units (Medical Research Council Laboratories, Carlshalton). 
After spraying, the port hole was sealed inside and outside, 
and the canopy allowed to inflate. The interior was left 
to dry overnight. Any remaining water was mopped up with 
paper towelling. The room in which tlie Isolator v/as held 
was first cleaned with Teepol.
Two pairs of breeding and pathogen-free 4 star Wistar 
rats were originally purchased from the Medical Research 
Centre, Carlshalton and introduced into two isolators.
The animals were placed on dust-free saw dust in plastic 
cages. They were maintained on irradiated Diet 86 rat 
pellets. The drinking water was provided with vitamin 
K at 1 ml/litre of water. Paper towelling was put into 
the cages for nesting material. Cages were cleaned 
every week and food and water were replenished as required.
At any one time, one breeding male and four breeding 
females were kept in each isolator. The male was 
held in a 17.5” x 11” x 8 ” plastic cage (North Kent 
Plastic Cages Ltd., Dartford, Kent), and the females
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each in 15" x 10" x 7" cages. Kale and female were 
allowed to remain together in a cage for 8 days for 
mating and then separated. A litter was produced 
approximately 26 days later. Litters were weaned on 
the 21st day after birth and removed from the isolator 
unless needed for age-related studies. Each breeding 
female was allowed to produce at least 5 litters before 
being replaced by fresh breeding females. At the end 
of the five reproductions, litter sizes were reduced from 
an average of 8 pups to 5- Litters were removed from the 
isolator in polyurethane bags which had been autoclaved 
and put into the isolator. The bags were briefly put in 
the port hole, and the cover removed to isolate them from 
the canopy.
Guch. litters were put into thoroughly washed and heat 
dried plastic false bottom cages measuring 15" x 10" x 7 " 
on saw dust. The cages were fitted on the top with a 
perspex, cover to prevent aerial contamination of t),e 
animals with B. muris eggs. On one half of tlie perspex 
top, 5 m m . diameter air vents were bored in A rows 1 inch 
apart for ventilation. It could be argued that such 
vents could allow G. muris eggs to reach the rats placed 
within the cage. however, autopsy of rats maintained 
in this way for several days showed no infections to occur 
Experience therefore, showed that such filter top cages 
could be used for housing rats without fear of infection 
by chance from the air.
After litters were put into perspex top cages, they were 
fed on ordinary Diet 86 rat pellets contained in a food 
hopper beneath the top. Tap water was provided via a 
plastic tubing introduced through a 5 mm. diameter vent 
on the perspex top from a master water bottle. Here it
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could be argued that both the ordinary diet and the tap 
water could have been a source of aerial infection for 
the pathogen free litters. However, after maintaining 
rats in this manner for several days, autopsy revealed 
no S. muris in the caecum. Moreover, it was necessary 
to feed ordinary food and water to the gnotobiotic animals 
in order to allow the growth of microfauna in the caecum. 
Initial investigation revealed that 5. muris larvae would 
not establish in litters freshly removed from the isolators. 
Litters needed to be fed on an ordinary diet and water at 
least two days before experimental infection with S. muris 
eggs could be carried out.
(2) The Collection of Eggs of B . muris:
Eggs for experimental infections were obtained from a 
strain of G.» niuris which was maintained in Sprague Lawley 
rats in a separate animal house from that which housed 
the isolators. Normally a piece of cellophane tape is 
applied to the perianal area of the? host and is pressed 
cevei-al times for eggs to adhere to the adhesive surface, 
(Chan, 1952). The cellophane is Mounted on a glass slide 
and examined under a. microscope. Eggs car, then be identified 
and/or counted. This method was used to collect _3. muris 
eggs to note patency of an infection and to count the 
number of eggs in certain experiments. The method is not 
good however, if eggs are to be used for re-infection 
purposes. For, eggs adhere to the sticky surface of tlie 
tape and cannot be dislodged for further use. To overcome 
this problem, Gtahl (1961) followed Chan's (1952) technique 
for the collection of S. obvelata eggs bv incubatinu eggs 
in 0.B5/1' sali.ne from S_. muris whi cl i were in the migratory 
phase in the colon and he found that those were^for 
infection studies.
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Stahl's technique was tested on 3 occasions. Infected 
rats were autopsied and gravid females removed from the 
colon. Worms were placed in a petri dish of 0.83^ 
saline and the eggs teased out with a fine needle.
The eggs were incubated for 4,5,^ hours at 37°G
and thereafter fed to worm-free rats. Autopsy revealed
that no worms became established.
Stahl's technique suffered from one other defect: an
infected rat needed to be autopsied. each time eggs were 
needed for incubation and experimental work. Stahl's 
technique was therefore abandoned, and other methods 
were tried. bmphasis was placed on collecting eggs from 
the perianal area of the host.
(i) Cellophane smear technique (Chan, 1952):
Strips of cellophane tape were cut and floated on water 
with the adhesive surface on top. Contact with the water 
caused the tape i.o curl up and the adhesive layer to come 
free of the cellophane. The cellophane was then applied 
to the perianal area and examined under the microscope. 
Eggs could be seen to adhere to tiie tape but the numPer 
of eggs was always insufficient for carrying out 
experimental infections.
(ii) Egg afbumi n smear:
A glass slide was smeared with egg albumin and applied 
to the perianal area of infected j'ats. Eggs were not, 
however, picked up by this method.
(ill) White adhesive labels :
The labels were moistened and applied to the host's 
perianal region but, again, results were not satisfactory. 
Additionally, the white background of th.e paper made it 
dilTi.cult to observe any eggs.
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( iv) Rice s m c r  tec>iri,1 quo :
in this method a smear was made onto a glass slide 
using glutinous, boiled rice (Tolly Boy and Co.).
The slide which was pressed against the perianal
area of infected rats at least 3 times, was examined
under a stereodissecting microscope and was found to
have sufficient number of eggs for experimental use.
The method is herewith described in some detail below 
because of its suitability.
Rice grains were washed and boiled until the coleoptile 
areas were soft. This was easily detected when a 
longitudinal furrow appeared along the grain. The 
softness can also be ascertained by pressing a few 
grains between thumb and forefinger. The rice should 
have a soft consistency and should be drained of the 
water. Freshly drained rice is not only warm but contains 
moisture which does not allow eggs to adhere to the 
surface of the slide when making a snioar. Tlie rice 
was therefore cooled overnight and a thin smear was 
made on the glass slide with the thumb. Before becoming 
dry, the sir ear was pressed onto the host’s perianal area 
and the eggs recovered in this way. A1 though the quantity 
of eggs obtained was not as much as that gathered by an 
adhesive Sellotape, the number was nevertheless 
sufficient for experimental handling. Up to 2000 eggs 
may be recovered in addition to entire gravid female 
worms about to deposit eggs.
The eggs were removed from the slides by immersion in a 
petri dish of warm saline. Petri dishes containing a 
0.03m Hb. Cl solution were warmed on a hot plate maintained
Q CÀJàs o^seAveJ tb
at 31 C, which  ^ the rectal temperature of the rat hosts
U S iy i^  2L 6tA.i^nrt & A, cS to aj ~>^oée^l S,
Warming the saline prior to collecting eggs allowed any air 
bubbles in it to be removed. The presence of air bub 1)1 es
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in the saline had one disadvantage: v/hen bubbles floated
to the top; eggs were carried away and could not be 
collected from the woter surface, V/arnth also allowed 
the glutinous rice to become brittle and dislodged from 
the slide surface. This facilitated teasing away eggs 
for counting and for collecting in a syringe via a 
blunted hypodarmic needle.
Throughout this work, eggs were collected by the rice 
smear technique. Slides were left immersed in 0.65;o 
saline solution in petri dishes maintained at 31^0 .
The petri dish was placed under a Zeiss stereomicroscope 
IVE and eggs were teased from the rice smear with a fine 
needle mounted at the end of a glass rod. Known 
quantities of eggs were picked up tlirough a 30 n:m. number 
19 Cr X 2 (Gillette) hypodermic needle attached to a 1 ml. 
syringe (Rocket). The syringe contained warm tap water 
so as to further dilute the salt solution in which eggs 
were picked up.
Prior to infection rats were gently held in the neck 
region between thumb and forefinger. Each rat was 
cupped in the palm of the tiand with fee tail secure 
between the little and fourth finger. The iiypodermic 
needle was introduced into the oesophagus and the contents 
of the syringe plunged in and washed, down with one ml. of 
tap water.
(3) Collection of 3 . mu.ri.s worms:
'forms were removed from experimentally infected rat iiosts 
by a modified Eaermann technique. A strainer was made by 
fastening a piece of nylon gauze to a perspex cylinder 
with araldite. The mesh size was 414 per square inch.
The perspex cyliTider was 2.3 inches in diameter and one 
inch deep. The strainer was placed in a 4 inch wide 
funnel to the stem of which v/as at 1 ached a 4 inch long
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rubber Lubirg bose. The hose was clamped with a screw
clip and the funnel filled with a 0.63^ saline solution 
until it reached the level of the strainer.
The stem of the funnel was lowered into a bath of water, 
maintained at 37^0 , and the funnel held in place by a 
ring clamp attached to a clamp stand. The size of the 
bath, 1’ X 2' X 1’ was large enough to accommodate 4 
funnels on clamps.
The intestine, caecum, or colon of infected rats was 
removed after autopsy, slit open and placed in the straine: 
Worms followed the warm gradient in the saline solution 
and were collected in the clamped hose. Worms were 
allowed to coll.ect for 3C minutes in this manner.
By unclamping the screw clip around the hose, worms were 
allowed to drain into 3" 1” glass vials. After worms
had settled to the bottom of the vj.als, excess saline 
solution was decanted with a pasteur pipette. This had 
the,advantage of removing any stomach contents and debris 
whiicli. had passed through the strainer, and which would 
have made sorting more difficult. bor:e wo rms were im-ned- 
iately fixed in a warm 4% formalin solution and stored 
for counting later. Other J'resh. worms were fixed for 
electron iricrosco pv.
-ooOoo-
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CFAI^TEa III 
u-io Growth and Life Cycle of b . irur.i s
The growtli of nematodes proceeds in stages. It follows
tho pAtern: moult fp fp t;,
Mnhryo ---  ^1st larval stage -----> ^ -—> adult.
At each moult, the cuticle is shed and is replaced by a new
one. Growth may occur at each moult, and may be measured
by observing changes in the length of the nematode. From
this data, growth curves can be constructed to reveal
whether growth is continuous, or i interrupted by a
period of lethargus (Rogers & bommerville, 19^1).
During lethargus, a nematode stops growing st'o 1 %'
i)efore , during , and just after moult!ng (Lee & A1 >inson ,
1G7G) and approximates a hypothetical growth curve.
The growt'n and life-cycle of b . rruris was first described 
by btahl (ibGla, 1965). The developing embryo hat dies
out of the -'’gg ins.i.dc the rat intestine. Larvae become 
establislied in the caecum and develop to egg producl ng 
females in b days. hale worms 1 cave the host on ihc 
4th day after hatching. in order to ascerLçm. n 
developing stages in the 11 fe cycle of b . ~'un rets \r- the 
rat- and to further (extend b tail’s (pg). cl t j. ) studies, 
an investigation was carricd out on the egg, larval 
s tag es and adults using light and el-^uitron mi croscopy. 
Particular ciipliasi.s was paid to moul ting since this 
aspect liad no t ii i the?' to boon studied in b_. rgrgi_s.
FA^ERIALb AND I-'ETFCDb
Eggs which were collected by the bcllotope method from 
thip perianal region of previously infected hosts were 
px.omi.nod ri.i croscopicolly and iiieasuT'cd wi tii an oculn:;:cter.
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Throe week old rats were removed from the isolator arid 
infected with 100 eggs by oral intubation. Rats were 
sacrificed at intervals of 1o, 20, 24, 40, 40, 60, 66,
72, 06, 120, 144, 16P, 192 hours post infection. The 
caecum was removed and slit open in a warn 0 .63^ saline 
solution. forms were collected by placing the caecum 
in the Eaermann apparatus. From day 5 onwards, the 
perianal area of the rat hosts was c.xamined before autopsy 
by bellotape for the likely presence of eggs being 
deposited by rnigrating f emales .
Worms and Cello tape were at first examined and counted 
under a Zeiss Stereom.i.croscope JVb. Using a belts 
orthoplan microscope, a second, examination was carried 
out in which worms were drawn and. measured. Feasure- 
t.'ients were taken from drawings by placing a scale on 
the paper from a stage micro'seter, also drawn under the 
sane magnification as the woT'ms. A cartographer’s 
wheel was used to measure worms agains t this scale, so 
that a growth curve was constructed for each, day Uic 
life cycle.
Foi’ scanning elect.i.'on micix)Scopy, eggs f'ro'i the perianal 
region, and worms collected at 24 lionr intervals from 
the caecum, were washed several t i mes in . 6 ft.' saline.
These were fixed for 2 hours ii' 5?' glutaraldehydc rrade 
up in sodium cacodylate buffer maintained at pTI 7.2. 
Specimens were post-fixed in osmi.u’n tc; troxd.de for 1 
hour, and was tied several times in tlie cacodylate 
buffer. Fggs and worms were dehydrated in graded 
series of etiiyl alcohol. Specimens were critical!.y 
point dried, coated wi,th gold and scanned under the 
Cambridge Stereoscan 54-10.
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For t rariomisGion electron r 1 croscopy, eggs and worn s 
collected at regular intervals of growth were fixed, 
p o s i, - f i X 0 d a n d d ehydrated a : i ah o v e . E g gs fixe d 1 n 
this way did not embed in the resin media. Therefore, 
whole female worms containing eggs, and in a state to 
deposit them, were removed from the coloTi of rats 
f0 r rixation and sectioni.ng .
Specimens were processed through a gi'aden series of 
ethanol-Gpurr’s mixture before being placed in 1007 
5 purr's resin (Reynolds, IjOp). They were cured 
overnight at 63°C under 15 Ibs/sq. in. in vacuum.
Sections were cut using glass knives on a 1K3 
Ultramiicrotonie III. Silver-grey sections were 
picked up on formvar coated copper grids of 200 
ii'csh size, and stained in urany 1 acetate followed lyy 
lead citrate. Sections were viewed under a Leit z 
93 T;rani!iission electron ini.c ro scope at 60 IcV.
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R"':FIjTS
The development of o.ypliocj a mnris is described by a series 
of photomicrographs and illustrations.
Eg as : The eggs (Fig. 2) measured 78 pirn x 50 pun and were
ellipsoid in shape, the anterior end being slightly more 
obtuse than the posterior. The anterior end bore an 
operculum through which the larva escaped during hatching.
One face of the egg was flattened and the opposing side 
was curved. The surface contained minute pits (Fig. 5) 
which were observable under the scanning electron micro­
scope . These pits wore more densely situated on tdie 
flattened surface towards the operculum.
Encased withi.n the transparent shell was a larva, its head 
lying close to the operculum. This was the first stage 
larva. It had a fully formed ocsopiiagus, with character­
istically shaped oxyuroid oesophageal liulb. Eo intestine 
was visible, although the intestinal area was marked by 
granular na to rial v;hich appeared to l)e in constant motion.
The larval tai.l tapered to a point posteriorly in the egg 
shell. As revealed by transmission elec t r-on microscopy , 
the larva was surrounded by a l.oose thin cut! cle within 
the egg (Fig. -i ) . Tine cuticle was shed as the larva escaped 
from the egg (Fig. 3). This was the first moult to occur 
and it produced the second larval stage.
h'i, 20, 24 hour larvae: The w irrns recovered from infected
rats at these periods revealed that the r.ncoTid stage larvae 
underwent a moult to give rise to the third larval stage.
The moulting cuticle covered the entire wo rm (Fig. 6) 
wliich showed a depression in the body wall about 0. 10mm. 
from the head in the viales and 0.15 mm. in the females. 
Superficially, the cuticle was wrinkled and divided into 
broad, transverse annuli (Fig. 7). Between the annuli, 
there were deep furrows. The moulting cuticle stretched 
over the moutii opening and aijpeared transparent.
2 k.
r j. 2. The ellipsoid-shape eggs of G. muri
a?
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The moulting cuticle as observed under the transmission 
electron microscope possessed 3 layers: outer cortical,
median, and inner basal (Fig. 0). The cortical layer 
measured 0.14 urn. and v;as itself composed of 3 layers: 
an outermost electron dense layer, a transparent mid 
layer and a thin inner electron lussent layer. The 
cuticular median layer, which was the broadest of tiie 
3 layers, varied in thickness according to the height of 
the ridges and furrows. host of the space in the ridges 
was filled up by the median layer. Only a thin median
layer was found under the furrows. The median layer
was flocculent and granular in nature, and did not stain 
with osmium. The basal layer consisted of a single 
l)and of fibrous material about 0.7 ;ur. thick. The 
cuticular layers rested on a basal lamella. Iloulting 
occurred when a new cuticle developed from beneath the 
basal lamella. As seen under the light microscope, the 
old cuticle l;rokc into two halves around the depression 
which was observed in the body wall of the wo rm. The 
larva, first threw off the anterior part of the cuti cl e 
befo re escaping from the re ma iTii ng half.
Gome basic adult features could b<? recognised in the lie ad 
region of the emerged third stage larva.. These included 
4 corners wlu:re papillae wnuld appear eventually (pig. T) . 
The triangular mouth openi.ng was small, and led to a buccal 
capsule wh ich housed 3 teeth. Three leaf-1, ike structures 
arose from wi thi in the buccal cap su i e in some specimens 
(Pig. 10). In other specimens these structures were not 
visible. Instead, o.nly a hollow space was observed w h c e  
the buccal capsule arose. From this it may be surmised 
that the leaf-like structures arose from within the 
buccal capsule and were attached to the onsoph,.a.gus. ,
l^ he appearance of the structures indicated they were 
puslied up by a move mien t of t^ ie o esophagus and that the 
larva was capable of feeding at this stage.
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Tne oesophagus possessed an oesopnageal bulb which led 
to an intestine containing granular material. hales 
could lie differentiated from females by the short, 
sfiurp tail as seen under a light microscope. In some 
specimens primordial genitalia were observed and a depression 
occurred in the body wall where the gubcrnaculum and spicules 
would develop.
4Q-4P hours: Gome sign j. f i cant changes occurred in ' male '
and 'female' larvae as the 3rd larval stage underwent a 
moult to produce the 4th stage. The mou th parts, the 
intestine, and the genitalia became more prominent.
Males could be easily distinguished from females by the 
shorter length. The moulting cui.icle, enveloping the entire 
larva, was taut around the mouth (Fig. 11). Otherwise, 
it was loose throughout the length of the wo rm (Fig. 12).
The cuticle was wrinkled and annulated as before.
The ultrastructure of the moulting cui.icl.e showed a. 
cortical, median and basal layer. V.'lri.le there was a 
slight increase in the thickness of the cortex compared 
to the earlier moulting cuticle, the red ian layer increased 
consi durably in tdiickness ( Fig. 13), mai nly due to an 
increase in the amount of f1 ocoulent material. Two bands 
of thin fibre occupied the basal layer. (In contrast, 
the new cuticle of the 4th larval stage developed 3 bands 
of fibres in tlie basal layer - see Fig. 14). The shedding 
of the o 1 d cuticle was obscrvcd 4/ e/cc.t^ o-n, i:iicroscopy.
It took place when tiie cuticle broke open around the 
mou th opening (Fig. 13). The larval head was then 
pushed through this opening and the old cuticle was cast 
off (Fig. 16). The head wlnich emerged was knob-like.
The triangular rim around the mou tit opening was thick 
(Fig. 17) and the three buccal teetli were more conspicuous. 
Tw'o fleshy bosses surrounded the rim of l.he mouth from 
opposite sides.
bcsç .s were separated i'rcm each other by deep spaces
which led to the buccal capsule but disappeared in later 
stages of growth. The intestine was composed anteriorly 
of a trough of cells v/hich became aggregated in the 
posterior region. An excretory pore appeared below the 
oesophageal bulb.
66-7? hours : The 4th moult occurred at this time. The
moulting cuticle, which was observable by transmission 
electron microscopy, was composed of the 3 basic layers: 
cortical, median and basal (fig. 18). The cortex was 
limited to an outer thin electron luscent and an inner 
electron dense layer. It was thrown into folds and 
valleys due to variations in the amount of granular, 
flocculent material in the median layer. The median 
layer occupied more space than in previous specimens.
The basal layer consisted of 3 bands of fibres (Fig. IF). 
The old cuticle was never observed to be shed in spc»cimens 
examined at 66 and 7? liours of development. However, a 
new cuticle growing beneath th'e basal layer was evident 
from, electron micrographs (Fig, 18), and it was likely 
that the old cut].cle was I'esorbed. The new cuticle 
had a corti r%al, median and basal layer. The median 
layer was thicker due to an increase in rr.anular a.atcrial. 
The basal layer had 3 bands of fibrv' j. In ’^lales, the 
outermost I'ord separated in places, crossed fhe nod ian 
layer to co’uo and lie agai.nst the cortical layer (Fig. 13)
The adult worm which emerged showed 3 well-formed lips 
rond teeth (Fig. ?0) • The lips occupied the deep 
spaces seen in earlier development. Two papillae were 
positioned lateral to the dorsal l.i.p, and two below the 
ventro-Iateral lips. Amphids appeared laterally. In 
both male and females, two spongy a I'cas appeared in the 
head region, one being situated above the dorsal lip, the 
other across from it from the vcntro-lateral lios. The
spongy areas (Fig. 21) were reported by Tenora et al. 
(1978) for G. mn ris and by Ogden (1371) for G. cittel 1.
The function of these is unknown. These structures were 
prominent and did not develop fur Liter in later stages.
The appearance of the spongy structures in males just 
before they copulated may suggest a sensory ciiemotactic 
function t® aid copulation. Alternatively, because 
the intestine at this stage was completely bifurcated, 
thus allowing more space for food contents, the spongy 
areas could be absorptive surfaces for nutrient uptake.
At 66 hiours, cephalic alae appeared. Mamelons were seen 
on the males (Fig. 22). In females a dark plug occluded 
the vaginal pore (Fig.23). In addition, the reproductive 
organs were completely formed. The testes, vas deferens, 
spicule, gubcrnaculum were laid down. Ovaries, oviducts, 
and uteri became differentiated.
06 hours : One male was recovered from 3 autopsied I'ats.
The f c mal es grc w 1 o n g e r‘ i n s ize ( F i g . 24). Several 
gland cells appeared around the oesophageal bulb.
The nerve ring was clearly visible whilst the excretory 
pore and excretory bladder also became 'nore obvious.
The oviduct was composed of long rows of elliptical cells. 
Eggs were seen for t^ ie first t.imc In the anteriormost 
part of tf'ie uterus which lay close to the vulva,.
120 hours : Both uteri were compl ctely fi.lled witli eggs.
One uterus reached the junction of the oesophageal bulb 
and intestine. Eggs contained morula s tates of tlie 
embryo. Rats sampled for tiie presence of eggs on the 
perianal region showed gravid females had not begun 
oviposition.
144 >1011 rs: The plug on the vaginal pore disappeared
(?i,g, 23) . The excretory 1iladder contained an 
irregular-shaped small body, the nature of which 
could not be determined. Worms were narrower in 
shape being stretched antero-posteriorly.
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Fig. 3. Pits seen on the egg surface of S. I'luris.
X 43,000
F i g .  4.  G e r t i n n  t l i rough  th e  egg o f  G . R u r i s  .
Note larva covered by thin cuticle (arrows) 
- 2310
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FIG 4
Egg with exsheathed cuticle (star) 
of larva. x 4,300
Fig. 6. Second stage (l^) female larva v/itFn
e:(sheathed cutic 1 e . No te d epression 
(arrow) on hody wall where cuticle will 
1‘upture. (10 X 40)
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FIG
Fir. 7. Second stage larva showing surface cuticle 
with wrinkled annuli and furrows.
X 22,300
T.S. Cuticle of second s.tage larva, 
hole ridges and furrows. The cortical 
layer is thi.n (arrow).
M - median layer 
B - basal
1:1 - basal lamella.
9-0
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Fig. 9. jgn face view of larva.
Thin cut j. cle envelopes the mouth 
and rest of larva and is almost 
invisible. Three teeth are 
visible through the mouth opening.
X 32,000
« - site where papillae appear in later stages.
tig. 10. iln face view of i._ larva showing foliate
structures arising from tlic mouth opening. 
X 32,000.
F I G G
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Fig. 11. ghy T-iro view of third stage (40 hour) 
larva - note outlcle stretching over 
rno u th open i ng an d he ad .
X 20,000
Fig. 12. Gurfaco cuticle of at, the ti me of 
I'loulting. Annuli are less wrinkled 
than before moulting.
X 15,600.
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15. T.G. Cubicle of moulting larva.
The old cuticle oTows 2 bands of fibres 
i. n b as al 1 ay e r . ] i ew cuticle ( II. C . )
arises below basal layer.
X 4,COO
Fir,. 14. Fourth stage ( 4F hour) larva. The
band of fibres in basal layer have increased 
to three.
X c.ooo.
f i g 13
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Fir. 1 h. Fn face view of larva.
hole head pushing through shedding cuticle (S.C.) 
% 22,500
Fig. 1f . Cast off cuticle of 'male* larva. 
(10 X 40)
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Fig. 17. i4n face view of nioulted larva siiowirjg 
2 fleshy bosses (l), cavernous space,(*) 
inouth opening and 3 teeth.
X 40,000.
F ir .  12>. 7.C. Fourth stage (72 hour) ::iale larva.
Fote old cuticle (O.C.) lying on ton of 
new cuticle (h.C.). F - Ihi'ee fibrous 
ba.nds in na.sa 1 1 a.yor of old cu bide .
X 4,000
jro
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Fig. 19. T. G. Cuti d e  of moulted adult.
T!ote the band of fibre (arrows) 
crossing median layer to lie 
undernen.th tlie cortex (C).
K - median layer 
D - basal 
X 11,AF0
Fig. 20. ghi facc view of n.onlted adult female larva, 
bote 2 lateral spongy areas (sta.r),
X 45,000.
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'j,g. 21. Spongy area on the head of 72 hour nale 
X 23,000
Fig. 22. Adult male showing marrielo'nG (arrows) and 
cep] 1 ali c al ae ( G . A . ) .
X 320.
F i g  a
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'ig. 23. Adult female showing plug over vaginal 
pore.
X 9,0C0
Fig. 24. Adult female showing excretory pore (e.p.), 
eXcre tory h 1 add or ( (î . b . ) and i;lug ( arrow) 
over V a g :i. n a 1 pore.
X 1fU
5-6
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i g . 25. Adult female showing absence o. 
vaginal plug.
X 9,000
Fig, 2d. Surface cubicle of ovigenous female -
no te cutic 1 e has s t ret ch e d t o a c c o mm o d a I. e 
eggs in uterus.
Small papillae, seen as wr'ite spots, cover 
surface.
X 9,000.
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The nnnuli on the cuticle were stretched and each a'^ 'rujlus 
now bore a narrov/ depression whicVi surrounded it. Deep 
ridges appeared between tlie annul i (Fig. 2d). Cm all 
papillae dotted the cuticular surface and were observed by 
scanning electron microscopy.
1 dp Imurs: bggs appeared on the perianal region of the
host for the first time, indicating egg deposition by 
worms. Oviposition occurred immediately after gravid 
females had readied the perianal region. Fggs were released 
through the vaginal pore in rapid succession. The sport
female shrank in. sise, caused by c o street ion of t’ne long­
itudinal muscles. The cuticular median layer rcn:atried 
unchanged in thickness. The numbers of eggs recovered 
fro:'i gravid females which trad been removed .fr'om the colon 
ranged between 421 and 542 in 50 worms. . The ne an nu iber 
of eggs per female was 440. host of the eggs contained 
fully developed larvae while others showed morulc;. and 
gastrula stages of the embryo. At 192 I'ours no worms were 
recovered from the caeca of autoosicd rats, thus showing 
til a t, the life cycle of S_. n ■ ) r i. s was completed in 7 days.
The number and si sc of the worms t iiat wen» recovr^red dail.y 
after the hosts were initially infected wi th 110 eggs is 
giv'oi in TrilO. e I. Trie mean number of fr.ia.le wo ri is fo uni 
in 24 hour old infections per host was 1"'. Femlo wo rm 
recovery on the following days varied only rl ! gh t ip fro- 
this number. The lowest recovery occurred in 144 hours 
when the moan female burden was 9.d worms per host,
0 th orwi.so, tiic nui dr?r of wr.ii"S did not decline uut.il after 
If'- hours wh'cn no more females weT'o found . Fewer ' ' il c 
WOT':'IS were recovered compared to f-'vnales, the ratio of 
females to 'males ( Fifi) ranging between 2.2d and 4 2.4.
The h i g h e s t  FiiR o c c u r r e d  when most o f  t i ie male.s load l e f t
TA3L?. 1. The nun ber and sise of worms re cover (vl 
up to 19? hours posb-infeclion (Dose =
1UC eggs ; ho. of rats used per day = 3).
tü
PFhlOD nPAd hUnPPR OF t'OdPG MEAN OF WORPG
POGT- PECOVüPhD ( m-". )
I'lFpCTIOh
(PPG)
fewJ I & Male- PMR
24 12 5.3 2.26 0.44 no t
measured
42 14.7 2.3 6.34 0.73 . 50
72 13.3 3.3 4.03 1 .21 .05
0.7 14.CO 0.33 42.42 2.05 not
measured
120 13 1.00 13.00 2.50 1.30
144 0.7 0.33 2.90 2.74 n 01
me asured
177 12 0.33 36.36 3.44 1 .30
102 0 0 0
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the rat in 07 }tours and at the end of their life cycle.
In contrast to female worms, the numher of males declined 
in infectioTiG older than 24 hours. After 24, 47 and 72 
hours, th,p ne an nunbcr of nale worns per host was 5.3,
2.3 and 3 .3 respectively. In 96 hi oui' infections, only 
one nale worm was recovered from the 3 autopsied rats, thus 
indicating most of the males were lost 72 hours after the 
life cycle began. I'o males were found in 192 hour 
infections.
The size of the 24-hour female was 0.44 mm. At t)ie end
of its life-cycle in 168 hours, the average size of a
female worm was 3 .4 4 mm. Its growth (fig. 27) shown
by the daily increase in length, was similar to that
reported l,y Gtahl ( 1863) . Irowtli was continuous and
smooth and was not interrupted between periods of moulting, 
Aou 4-
Twent-y-four old male worms were not measured, being lost 
during transfer to a slide. The 48-hour male at G. 59 m m . 
length was slightlv smaller than the female, suggesting 
growth rate was similar foi* bo th nale and fee ale, wo iw.s 
up to that time. The largest male was 1.30 mm. lory; 
but onl y liai f the size of the fully grown, egg-de pu siting 
female.
DIGCDSGIOu
Ttie foregoing study reports several features in trie 
devcl0 rimont of 3 . nuris fo r the f i.rs t ti■;ie . TVics0 
in d u d  e moulting, changes in t'le cuticle, th.c appearance 
of several structures at varying developmental ti^ -.cs, 
and the numbers of worms established at 24-nour intervals 
frorii an Initial dose of 100 eggs.
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Syphacia mûris undergoes 4 moults during the completion of 
its transmission cycle. In this respect it is no different 
from other nematodes. However, dissiliarities occur in 
the way moulting takes place. The first moult occurs within 
the egg. Chitwood (vide Otto, 1966) on the other hand 
found that two moults took place within the egg of the 
oxyuroid worm Enterohius vermicularis. The rest of the moults 
in muris occur in the caecum of the host at approximately 
20. 40. 72 hours post-infection. The shedding cuticle which 
Stahl (1963) observed in 24-hour old worms was no doubt 
the second moult. While the 20 and 40-hour moults can be 
observed under the light microscope, the 72-hour moult is 
not** obvious. Electron micrographs, however, indicate that 
a new cuticle grows under the old, thus suggesting that 
the old cuticle is perhaps never shed and is in fact 
resorbed by the worm. Resorption of the cuticle has been 
cited in Trichinella spiralis (lee, 1966), Ascaris 
lumbricoides (Thust, 1966), and Haemonchus contortus 
retains its cuticle after the second moult (Cheng, 1973) . 
Cuticle resorption is, however, rare in animal parasitic 
nematodes (Bird, 1971).
Changes take place in the cuticle of the moulting Syphacia 
muris. The cortical layer grows only slightly in thickness. 
The median layer, however, grows considerably. The basal 
layer adds two bands of fibres to its initial one band as 
the worm completes its third moult. In males, the outermost 
band of fibres crosses the median layer to lie beneath the 
cortex perhaps to give support to the body of the worm, 
similar to the case where striations found in the median 
layer of Syphacia obvelata are believed to give support 
to it (Dick & Wright, 1973). The surface of the cuticle of 
S . muris is annulated and wrinkled in pre-adult stages.
In gravid females, the wrinkles disappear and annuli become 
stretched. This situation no doubt aids the accommodation of 
the uteri which gradually become filled with eggs.
'^4.
Tlie mouth undergoes remarkable clianges during the develop­
ment of the worm. A mouth opening and teeth are preoent 
at iij.rtri. Tri-radia te lipc, 3 teeth, 4 papillae and
ainphids become pi'ominent by 72 hours of dcvelopmerit.
Two spongy areas appear near the head region laterally. 
These may Cunction as chemot^actie or absorptive organs.
T-lost of the male v;orms disappear after 72 hours in 
contrast to 96 liours as previously reported by 3 tahl 
(1963). Tomales begin developing eggs after 96 hours.
The rest of the life cycle of the female is taken up by 
the development of the embryos within these eggs.
The present study suggests that _3. muris in this laboratory 
has a 7-day life cycle. Organs such as the cephalic alae, 
the vaginal pin g , r e p r oductive organs, rj p ; ^ e a r 0 n e ;1 a.y7
earlier in 2» under study compared to that of 3 tahl
(1963) and ill is might be due to differences in tlie strain 
of tne worm or of the liost.
Tlio growth cu rve compares favourably wit]> the t drawn by 
Stahl (19^3), The curve shews a c0nt.1 nu0 11 s p:r0w !], for 
2 » :'Vnr is and does not follow t’ne 4 steps of the Tiy po the tical 
curve fo r nematode growth suggested l>y Rogers (1940) 
and Ijoe Ai kinson ( 1976). TJulih e t'ho liypo ihetical 
curve v/hich assumes interruptions in gj:'ovrt!i to occur 
between iiioults, the curve for murir; is srvooth at 2 0 ,
40 a.nd 72 hours. 6^<,t acce/e tafecy occcl<,s
fX à y^c/ Aau^^ â nd cLu.h./'n^  fAe. ctPcc yLwe of
A, t u/z-à tCo'^ .
The numbers of 3. uiu ri s established from an initial 
dose of 100 eggs over a period of 169 hours (Table I) 
suggests that establishuient is never 100?-. Between 
9.6 and I4 .6 fei'uale worms b e c c ’e estai.'lished out of 100 
eggs. But this number re-’iains mcm'o or less constant from 
the day woT'ms first become established to the time the life 
cycle is comnleted. host males are, riowover, lor: 1. after
ç r,
72 hours of development. 3tahl (1963) rioted that 
males were lost in 96 hours poct-infection, having 
i n sem i n a ted th e f e m ad. e s . V/h i 1 e ldi e loss of m a 1 e 
worms at llie erid of either 72 or 96 hours can thtus 
he explained, it is not known why a large number of 
males and f e mal es fail to establish in tdie h.ost.
It is quite possible that the loss of woi-ms may be 
due to a number of reasons, namely, larvae may not all 
hatch because these are not fully embryo rated or tliey ni ay 
be mechanically displaced from the caecum in the faeces 
or it is probable eggs may be removed from t^ ie alimentary 
canal. It is, however, certain that 2* ^^ u^rj.s lays cany 
more eggs than is necessary in order to ensure a small 
percentage of establishment of worms. }^:e large numbers 
of eggs found in each gravid female suggests only few 
worms are necessary to lay sufficient numbers of eggs on 
the perianal region for transmiseJ.o t i  to continue.
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CHAPTER IV 
PERIODICITY OF EGG- DEPOSITION
It was shown in the last chapter that each gravid female 
Syphacia muris contained ^xs - eggs all of which were
deposited on the perianal region of the host by worms that
L.V H-* Jay tiw.e.
had migrated there on completion of the life cycle^ Van 
der Gulden (1966) showed that in excess of 1,800 eggs 
(155-3,959 range) were deposited per rat host over a 
24-hour period. The eggs were laid on a rhythmic 
pattern, most of the deposition taking place the day time 
with a peak occurring around noon. When the lighting 
regime in the animal house was reversed so as to turn 
day into niglit, S. muris followed a reversed pattern of 
egg deposition and laid eggs when the host was facing the 
lit up situation.
No confirmation of Van der Gulden’s (op. cit.)^exist 
in the literature. However, Lewis & Shava (1977) re­
ported that a diurnal pattern of egg deposition was 
followed by S. obvelata in mice. Most of the eggs were 
laid in the day time with a peak of deposition taking place 
at noon. Like 2» inuris, it continued to lay eggs in the 
lit-up period when lighting conditions were reversed.
In contrast, E^terobius vermicularis laid its eggs at 
night (MacArthur, 1930) as did As picularts tetraptera 
(Phillipson, 1974) .
Previous reviews by Hawking (1967; 1975) showed that
the circadian rhythm which is followed by some micro­
filariae, was linked to the hosts’ period of activity 
or inactivity. Wuchereria hancrofti, Brugia malayi 
and Dirofilaria immitis appeared in the peripheral 
blood of their hosts at night when hosts were at rest. 
However, it was at this time that mosquito vectors were 
active and feeding. Hence the transfer of micro­
filariae was facilitated by the nocturnal feeding 
behaviour of the vector. In contrast, Loa loa microfilariae
appeared in tue Viost blood in tiie day time sinqi]y 
because it;-; i nsect vector Cbryso ps spy. fed actively 
in the day time when it was tluis able to te transm 1 tted 
to a fresh hi o s t . The appearances of the wor ns , during 
the night or during the day, in the blood was, therefore, 
an adaptation to facilitate transmission. Tiie cue for 
migration of b , bancro ft i , B, rial ay i , B, immi tin came 
from a lowered oxygen tension in the blood at night 
while an increase during tUf' day tia.e induced boa 1 o 
!'ii gnat ion (hawking, 196 7; 1975). In the case of
pinworms migrations, hawking suggested lowered rectal 
temperfiture r■ iay bo res pousth 1 e ,
Prom these considerations, it occurred that h . muric egg
deposition may be linked to the host’s activity (bewis b 
D ’Silva, 198C). Rats were nocturnal animals, and fed 
and defaecated. mostly at nigtit (Richter, 19?2; Barnett, 
1979; ho rime to b Yanmimura, 1979). Th.c re fore , it was 
likely that 3* muris found it most convenjont to deposit 
eggs in the day time when i ts hosts; wean? least ac ti ve so 
as to avoid idiom being passed out in ifrie riost faeces at 
n i g h t. Thf^  observations by Van der fail don (ifty) and 
Lewis & 3ha va ( 1977) Hi at egg deposition occurred in 
the lighted pcri.od when the day-nigh, t si tuu tion was 
reversed iju.y possibly be expla.ined by Idie ali.ered 
feeding pattern of the liosts. As soon os thie day- 
night situation was reversed , the i-odent iiosts switched 
feedi.iig nadiits so that feeding still occurred when tiie 
animal was in darkness.
In order to pursue this line of reasonj ng, first- Van d^r 
Gulden's ( 1967) experiments were repeated. b'ext, host 
activity and rectal temperature were recorded under 
n'rna 1 day 1 ight and n ight condi tions to ascertain whether 
these were related to S. muris egg deposition rhythm.
4P.
T h e r e a t'ter , h o s t f e e d i n g a c ti vit y v / a s forcibl y altéré d 
in infected rate to note if this affected the pattern 
0 f egg deposition.
ÏHThhlAT.G AND hEThOhf
1 . Il e CO r'd i  ng S . l'oi ri s egg d c iio s i t i en i n rats :
Two experiments were carried out initially to verify 
the circadian r h y t h m  established by Van der Gulden 
(194.7) for 2* :iuris in rats.
(a) Thirteen male and 13 female Sprague-hawley rats, 
weaned on the 21st day after birth, were sampled 
with vSellotape and found to be infected. Tiie 
infection was cleared by dosing all the animals 
with .003/3 mebendazole in Ifl Tween 80 for one 
week. After allowing 3 days for the residual 
effects of the anthelmintic to subside, each 
rat was dosed with 100 eggs froxi 2* ' nm-is and 
caged individually. The infection was allowed
to build up for 24 days. All rats were main­
tained on -a n a.m. to 4 p .m . 1 igh ting rogi’oe and 
allowed to feed ad Tiiri. turn on Diet P4. rat pellets
The perianal I'cgion was sampled usj.ng a 1 " x 1”
3 olio t;a p.o c very 2 hours 2^^ 24 hours . dach 
pj.er'O of Sellotape was pressed on the perm.anal 
region 3 times to remove the eggs deposited 
thereon. The Gellotape was mounted on a 3" x 1" 
glass slide wti i.ch had been etched with, grids 1 f^rM 
X 1 mm. in size to facilitate countin,g the eggs. 
Campling was carried out during tlie night under 
bare .minimum illumination in the ani'cil house.
r.n
A 4C-watt angle no i HR In nip was shaded off and kept 
nt a distance from i.he rats while they were being 
sampled . Eggs on tine Sellotaoe and slide were
counted under a bat son s teroorni crosoope .
(b) Th is experiment was designed to record i.he egg
deposition of 3* rmiris wiien the light was reversed 
in the animal iiou.se. Six male and seven female 
rai/S will oh had been cleared of an infection 
immediately after weaning by the method above 
we re eacli dosed witii 100 2* niuris eggs. Ti'.e 
rats were individually caged and allowed to feed 
od 1 j b . Tiie lighting regime was changed to 6 p.i-m 
6 a.m, in tiie animal house and the rats allowed, to 
remain urider these conditions for 24 days. Tiie 
perianal region was sampled on the 24tb day every 
two hours for 24 hours using Gellotane.
2 . 1 r ■ r- 0 rd i n g il o s t ac t i v i. ty :
Ti c activity n f iiosts was recorded by using .an activity 
sampler (^ig. 29) designed by Lewis h Rentmore (136,3  ^
1079) . Tb,e sai:n.)l or consisted of a wire cage sue pend e-d 
i\y a 1 ight steel frame on top of a free-running roll of 
PVC si'ee t and a 9-channel activity recorder. Eight of 
tin.; channels wore attached to tiie sides of tiie finely 
halanoed cage. The 9th channel led to a food iioppcw. 
All tie channels were fitted wi th touch sensitive probes 
Animal movemcn t within tiie cage triggered the pro lies 
which scored marks on a recorder pap'^r according to t’ne 
channels that were touciied. Pood wn.s provided j n a 
liopper, and water out of a bo ttie attached to i he top 
of the cage. The probe in the food hopper recorded 
feeding activity when the animal consumed any food.
The recorder could be left on to n.in for continuous 
neriods r,f un to 72 hours.
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Fig. 28. The Lewis-Rentmore Activity
Sampler.
'C .
pr ■« T r •*-- tlr^ oiigh ‘^.-ipe floor to the
PVC of.eet below. The I'VC v/;.ig attached to a steel 
shaft at one end, and a revolving aluminium drum n.t 
the other. 'Ihe sheet was then wound from the s)iaft 
to tlie drum automatically on a pre-deterrnined time 
scale which was set hy a timer switch attached to t]'e 
hase of the r'.ampler. Tlie PVC roll was returned to the 
shaft hy throwing a reverse switch. In the experii:ents 
below ; the ti[!ier swi tcri was set so as to allow the PVC 
slicet to -oil every two hours. Thus a faecal deposit 
v; a s c o 11 f-: c t. e d eve ry t w o h o u r s .
Three male and 3 femal e Sprague-Daw ley rats, e.ac h 3 weeks 
old, were used to record ho s t activity, A rat was placed 
each time j.n the activity cage in tlie evening and provided 
wi. th food e.,nd water. It was allowed to acc'l ifiati ze j t- 
self until morning when the recording cnannels were switched 
on, Tl'.e rat was left in the cage for anothen ?4 Ivurs 
before j.t was removed. The lighting j-egime was main ta i "'^ d 
on a d .a.îp. to 6 p.m. light/dark cycle.
?y a. II ply in g the reverse switch at the end of 'the f'xperiL'ient 
the PVC roll was I'e turned to the shaft. dash auto-r:a. tic 
roll back on ns t i. tuted a faecal deposit for’ ? hour:-., starting 
with the las.t deposit first, the penultimate second, and 
so no. The feeding and movement a-'; i. i v I 1 v of the r.a t was 
s tmul tancously obtained from the scores rrm'kcd on 11.e 1 
channels of t'ne '.recorder paper.
<,e.e.dCy\J
3 . hg: d p [ ) o s j. tion of f . mu r i r? and hes (: / c t i ~ ’ j t :
The following expo:'imcnts wei’c an otteii.pt to correlate
the egg deposition pattern of G. mu ris wi f h the feeding 
actj Vj. tV of tlie host.
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{ r) Gix inr-ile yiid b female Gpi'ci.gue-Jawley rats weaned
0 n D a y 71 after b i rth were clea red o f an infect j o r, 
as cleseri.bed above. bats were each dosed with 1C0 
eggs, and the infection allowed to build up for 11 
days. bats wore fed ad_ 1 i 1 ) and maintained on a 
b a . n . - b p . ![!. 1 igh t/ dark cycle. Anima 1 s we re 
sampled foî’ eggs deposited on the perianal region 
every two hours for 24 hours so as to ascertain if 
the normal circadian rhythm of deposition was present 
At the same tirüc, rectal teinpei’oture of each a''ii'nal 
was recorded using a Grant therm is to r Tied el G .
Every effo.rt was made to minimi.se the e ffeet of 
handling on the body temperature. bats were 
sampled as quickly as possible. During night 
sampling; they were kept at a distanc-^ from a 
shadr'd 40-V,'a'tt taijle lamp .
(b) The rats were fed and watered <'rom f:30 a . r r .
to b ri.m. for 10 days. The lighting regime was 
inaintai nod from f. a.m. to 3 p . m . Each day, for 
10 days, the amount of food, the volume of water 
and the weigirt of the rats was recorded to s'ai:c 
certain rats were feeding and in good iicalth.
(c) fix male and 8 .female v/i sh.ar rats were removed from 
tine isolator on hay 21 af t er birth . Each anir.al 
was Tioused individually, and ;.<;iven food and water 
be tween 8 a.m. and 8 j).m. only wiien ligl'ts wej'c 
left, on in the a ni mal  ^i o u s e . 0 n. e w p  k 1 .a t e r , c ’a c ’ i 
oniimil was infected wi.tii 100 G. mur-Ls eggs. The 
patency of the infection was checked 7 days lat^r 
])y smearing of the perianal region of eacti anim.j.l
V/ i t it G elle t a p . T h e i. n f cctio n w a s a 11 o w ed to 
l'Uild uu for a further 3 week period after which 
the rats were sampled for eggs deposited on the 
perianal region every two houTs c.'vor a 24- hour period
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(d) Approx i ma tel y 1000 eggs of G . mûri o were coll ce tod V. y
t i Ie r L e o e meo.r t e c h n j. q u e , v/ a. s h ed tho r o u gh 1 y i 11 v; o 1: e r 
and swallowed by the author on 3 separate occasions 
in order to observe whether or not man was susceptible 
to irifecti.on v;i1;}i G . mu ri s and if so to deterfiiine 
wliethf-rr the timing of egg deposition would be 
influenced by man’s feeding and resting habits.
Cn tlic 7tli day post-infection, tiic perianal area 
was vsa'npled with Gellotape attached to a glass slide. 
The slide was examined under a stereomicroscope.
1 . Eg;' deposition in .r-ats:
(a) or the 2b rats infected, 1 male and 1 female di.d not 
appear to harbour any worms at the end of 24 days of 
infection as no muri.s eggs were recovered from tlio 
perianal region during t'lc 24-hour sampling period. 
The numbers of eggs deposited per day ranged 'from 
7f to bb'i3 in the 12 male rats and 2 to 1^4 4 in 12 
females (Table II) . The total number of eggs 
depositf'd in the i-.ale l ats amounirai to 1? ,970, maki.irq 
an average oviposition of 1,33^.13 eggs per rat per 
day. In female rats, b723 eggs wcj'c deposited i n 
0.11 and t>ie mean per rat was 3b0.23. Tlius, sign- 
ificantly (Student's t-test,  ^ = ,03) more eggs 
w e r e c rj 11 o c t ed froni male th a n from ft ; r 1 e r .'1 t.s .
Egg dope si tio]i occurred prixiarily in tlic day time 
(Fig. 22 (a). Table II). It began to rise at CbOO 
hours in both male and. female rats. Of the total 
nuuiber of 2b, 693 eggs deposited j.n male and female 
rats, 23.33m were laid at 0800 hours. but ovi­
posit inn peaked, at 12 noon when 31 .79.3 of the total 
eggs were laid. Thereafter, egg production decliiie 1 .
TAELn TT
The number of eggs depositod hy/ G . mu ri o in mule and fe.-nale 
rats subjected to a 6 a.m. - 6 p.m. lighting period.
TIKE
(KOUEG)
KtlEG FEMAIEG TOTÂT, r'
0200 75 2 77 .207
QAOO 4 b 10 5b .200
ObOO 408 700 1108 4.1 50
0800 531^ 9b4 b282 23.534
1000 1031 1488 3419 12.707
1200 bb43 184A 8487 31.794
1400 12^2 500 1707 7.018
1bOO 583 371 9b4 3.b11
1800 847 775 2.7C3
2000 18 bn 252 2121 7 . 94 n
2200 b12 1 h'-' 770 2.77 4
2400 550 2^7 837 a
Grand
Total
19970 b723 2bb03
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Fig. 29. The pattern of oviposition by 
Syphacia rnuris worms when the 
hosts are subjected to (a) normal, 
and, (b) reversed lighting in 
the animal house.
Î'owfîvnr, n sirioll. neal: "U'pearled at, POOO l'ourn. B'ro" 
i'ien o'i Fewer eggs were recovered from the peri.anal 
rcgior irtlil too lightr in the animal house were 
tnirned on at 6 a.n. There resulis oon (h rm the 
exiGtence of a di.urnal .rhythm of egg deposition 
in 2' ’"'n/ri :: wh i. eh was first reported hy Van d e .r 
Golden (19^7) and form the basis of compering the 
results .^'f cxpcri.merits described be lew. The numbers 
of eggs collected in the present sample are, however, 
small compared. t(^ that sliovm ]iy Van der Gulden (19^7). 
It i. s V 0 ry 1 i I-;, e 1 y th i s was due to th e i nr' u fft c i, e 111 
period of 1,ime v/hich was allowed for the infection 
to build up. The worm-free rats Ln triis study 
were allowed to build up an infec ti run for 24 d -\ys 
wi I ere as Van der Gulden sampled naiurnally infected rats
(b) The eggs deposited on rats subjected to a reversal 
o f Id 10 1 i gh t i 71 / ; p e i’ i o d j s are r. eu te d i. n f t p;. 2 ? ( 1; ) ,
Table III. Ad expected, with refercrico to Va»i dor
Guidon’s ( 1Qf-7) results, most of the erg de posit ion 
occurred be two eu 1900 and OGCC liours when rats were
.fa ci 'p; a li.t up environment in tiie animal lious-.
hr;/-.; deposition rose to 24.87% of the total number 
laid at 2100 iiours. Little or no eyg deposit ton ' 
occur.red during tlie darb period v/hic’' began •■'I CtCC 
hours, alt hou git tiicre was ;r peak at fhOO hou.rs when
% t s f"/ f, r i 'O' i' r? 1 • ' o >■* r» 1 o n rR T)<_ J # 7) omys were laid. between U: Ob 'nours and 2CCU
1 tours , egg deposition was miii.i mal. . Tuns reversing 
the lightin/'; period had the effect of 7‘evers.ing Line 
ci,road ion rhythm vdiicii was doi 'ous t rated on a f a.m. 
to d p.m. ligi't/ d ark cycle in 'LvporJ'■ on t 1 (a) ai.-ove. 
As befnre, more eggs were recovered from male than 
female rats.
TABl.: Ill
The numher of eggs deposited by muris when male and 
ferns Ie ra is are subj ecled to a reversed lighting regime 
between f p.m. and f a.n.
7^
TlMb
(HCUH3)
h’ALbC FhKALnS TOTAL
Ü2CC h 3<b 2601 17.37
C40Ü 31b , 132 4 30 2.62
oroü /IQb 41 443 2.22
ceüo 2G22 1030 3072 2 3.3b
1C0Ü ■1o4 67 371 3.61
120Ü 111 23 14 4 .32
140U 70 10 10 . 57
1^00 12 3 11 .Cl
IbüO 24 0 24 .11
2CÜC 7b 4 '0 .51
22ÜÜ 2Î4Ü ^70 3410 21.26
21CÜ 3bC9 O 3277 24.-7
Grand
Total 12211 2b22 13123 13.11
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Thm Feeding activity and tine of defalcation of 3 male
and 3 Cona.lo rats are indicated in Table IV, along with 
tb.e normal egg deposition rhythm of 6 male and 6 female 
rats From Experiment 3(a). It is quite evident that most 
oF the feeding activity occured in the dark period after 
1^ 'OC hours, al though it began to an extent at 1^00 hours 
in the Tt.ale rats. After 0^00 hours, feeding activity 
was j'oduced in ;mile and females. Rats began to 
defccaete at. 1600 hours and continued to do so mostly 
at ni gilt. '^/hen considered along v;i tdi the egg deposition 
pattern which began at 0600 hours and subsided at bhC'C 
hours after peaking at noon, it will be scon that feeding 
and do Caecation arc synchronised to egg deposition 
bohav Lour.
3. It has bcf’n shown in Table IV tiiat 6 mule and i
female ral-s used in ax périme Tit 3(a) d t rated I • ; a"^: S_^  muris
followed a normal • circadian rhyhr; o^ ' egg deposition.
V/iicT' tluuio rats were forced to feed ) ctwee in 30 a.”;, 
to 1 : CO p f o r  10 days, the pat tern o f egg deposition 
changed.
( a) Tlie circadian riiylhm of egg deposition Ig; 3. -m; -h. s
in 6 male and 6 femalo' rats is shown tn Fig. 30 (a).
As already shown in Table IV, egg deposition begun 
at. O' CO Iiours, peaked at noon aim] declined thcT'oo f t'W. 
lit tl'- or no deposition occurred at nigiet. R c d a l  
tempcratuT'cs recorded over a 24-honr ocrlod ((Tig. 30 (b)) 
allowed oscillation between 30" J and 34 0. There was 
no apparent diu r'nal rhythm in 1,ho tempera t.urc. 
kermilcs showed a lowered rectal t.cwiperal.urc co"!pared 
to males.
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'Air, IV
The percenLuge of Gyphccia muris eggs deposited evei'.y 
two ViOurs in nale and female rate exhihi ti ng a nori'al
r e 0 d i 11 tg a. n d d c- F a c c a t i or period. ( + d e n o tec f a e c e g p r c g e ri t ) .
Tii';e of day 
(hours)
% et 
deposit 
Male
hH)
.ed/ra t 
Female
% feeding activity 
/rat/hour 
Male ?c",ale
Tin. in g of 
defaocatiori
C20U 0 0 13.2 21 .6 +
C40C 0 0 8.4 2.1 +
0600 0 0.1 0 4.6
croo 9.2 21 .6 1 .3 0 -
1000 12.9 26.0 2..1 1 .8 -
1200(noon) 47.0 20.1 0 0 -
1400 27.0 2.0 0 . ? 0 -
1600 2.7 11 .0 14.0 0 +
1200 0.6 3.4 9.4 1 3.6 +
2000 0 0 11 .8 13.2 +
2/00 0 0 13.1 1 2.9 -
2400
(ml.dij.i gilt)
0 0 4 ■ .
78b
Fig. 30. (a) The pattern of egg deposition by 
Syphacia muris worms when rats 
are subjected to normal lighting 
and feeding conditions daily.
(b) The rectal temperature of female 
and male rats over a 24-hour period
(c) The pattern of egg deposition by 
S . muris worms in rats subjected 
to a restricted feeding period 
between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
for 10 days.
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(11) "Mio Ganie animale v/hen forced to feed ai)norma.ll;/
1 e t. v; L? en c : 30 a . m . and t : 0 0 p . 'i :. for 1 ü d a,y e 1, o w o; d 
that the pattern of epg deposition In ad changed, 
egg de poo Ition peaked towards the end of the day­
time feeding pei'iod at 1 dOO hoars . However, mos t 
of the eggs were laid at night (('Fig. pO (c)) v/nen 
rats were not feeding. In contrast, little egg 
deposi tion occurred during f ending time. Furtlier- 
more, I'.y forcing rats to feed between 'HpO and h:CC p. 
IdiG Tiur.ilers of eggs laid by S. muris was reduced 
c0'1 s i.derat) 1  y (Tat^le V ) .
( c) When d r-;aio and 1 female Wistar rats were maintained 
for a longer poim'od of time on a day time fe n^lia/; 
regime, that is l^etween H a.i'i. and b p .m. for- 21 
days, the results of egg deposition we;te quite 
differ^u. t to that reported under 1(b) above. Only
o I'uts produced significant numbers of f'ggs over a 
24-tiour sampling period. Six rats did not have 
any eggs on the perianal region while the remaining 
b indicated there were few eggs. T;.ese results 
can only ho taken to mean that S. muuHs did not, 
os tab'll S'i itself in most of the rats, po id tops (!ue 
to inimical conditions wi.tiiin the Viost gut v/riich 
was hrouglit on iy an abnormal feeding regime.
The f'gg deposi tion recorded for o rats, however, 
revealed that it occurred 'lainly at night between 
g p.Ti. and d, a.’fi. when the rats we re not feeding 
(Table VI). Althoug}^ some deposition occurred 
be tween F a.m. and b p.m., this was 'lo i. as much 
as that which occurred during the nigh t. Peax 
deposi tj on occurred at 0^00 hours, twe hiurs be fore 
rats j'cs.umed feeding.
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TABLE V
The number of eggs deposited every 2 hours in male and 
female rats subjected to an abnormal feeding period for 
10 days.
TIME
(HOURS)
MALES FEMALES TOTAL %
0200 1505 ■ 781 2286 25.21
0400 474 .27 501 5.08
0600 501 '• 0 501 5.08
0800 51 0 31 .31
1000 3 0 3 .03
1200 2 0 2 .02
1400 0 0 0 0
1600 3121 1900 5021 50.99
1800 257 195 452 . 4.59
2000 42 9 51 .51
2200 0 211 211 2.14
2400 485 303 788 8.00
Grand
Total 6421 3426 9847 99.96
 ^1
TAüJji'l VI
Tl'io tini’il^ er of Jo posited every lv;o hours lu inolo
.-rnd rpMial.c rats sub j ected to au abnoi'mal feed iny period 
for f1 days.
(foibin)
OAbOC TOTAL r'
CdOO 31 1003 1010 10.32
U4CC 701 700 1401 13.3-
oboe 1 242 337 2333 23.2b
QbQO 737 27 2 10 -b.) 10.by
1C00 1173 2-b 11 i/2 1 b . 23
1200 703 0 70- 7.02
1400 131 0 12/ 1 .30
l^ tl' 0 0 0 0
1'TC 2 b 0 .2b
2000 313 313 r 9 p . 1 - ,
2200 213 C ? 1 3 2. ^ '
2400 311 0 31 1 ".10
r- ?
(d) I !i sel f-i.ufec tion studies, 3. 'nuri s appea red the 
nr;rianai rngioti after 7 p.fi. It was aceoiMpasied 
Ij.y if.cliiup; of tue per in eu ni sinllar to t;'r,it 
pyp e r j. c n c o d b y 111 e a u 111 o r du r i n y i ) i f c c t j o n cj w i, t r.
En tnr.doi.un verinJ. c:ularJ s as a child . Tie infections 
bec.'une patent on each occassinn on Ife-e 7tb day post 
inf ec l.iou, and disappeared after tv/o days. The re- 
after no fnr l,her infections we re dp tec ted.
DISCUSGIOb
Tbei‘0 is evidence fr'efi id'O foi'cyoiny study flat the 
circadian rhy thin of deposition by G . nur î s as fii-st 
repo7.’ted liy Van der Gulden (1367) is linked, to the 
activity of the host. The worm ir;iyrates to deposit 
eyys on tic perianal region during the day tii'.e witon 
its host is at rest. It avoids cyy depos i. tion at
nigh I. in all liblebood to prevent eggs frcu. b'vtng
passed cut in the faeces. That the rat l^osl i.s 
feed in g actively at night and also ce faecatlnr: in 
s'iov;n by 111 e result.s of the host activity r-xp pairie n t.
It f ay 1)0 observed t.hat both the wo n;. and its - ' c. a I 
undergo two separate circadian rhy tiers, oi e o f 
depr'sltiv.g ogyn, the otiicr of feeding and defaces ting.
Tlie circadian rhytrir! o f the worm is synch; oni sed wi th 
t: at of f'-e host and operates on a pattern designed 
to avivi d lito loss of eggs.
bv Id once i, pro son ted for the feeding and def aerating 
o.ctivity of the rat at night and tin.c is supported by the 
s t; ! .1 d i. c s of : i c; ht or (1322, 1327); T oitollu,u"i r. c a nph ■ 11 
(13't-'); fare (1333)* who showed tliat the fenl.i rv habit uf
the rat is confined to the dark period of the 24-hour day
n’.
11 argil 1 cr. oJl ill* ( 1372) reported that laboratory ra ts 
censu" e 207': of the ! r .food at ni g tit. hut erigi nail./ 
it. v.'.'-'S liich t er (op , e ' t. ) who showed that 1 abo ra to r;/
T'ai.s f o l l o w e d  a. r h y H i n  o f  a c t i v e  end n o n - a c l i v e  n e r l e " : s . 
Activity, siic.t; a.s f e e d i u g ,  d e f a e c a t i o n  and riirrni.ug was l i " i  ted  
t u t i 'o  n i ; ’;ht  wh t i e  j-es t i n g  h e t ia v io u . r  was con f i n e d  l-o th e  
day h l r i e .
Then  tdic f  e e l  j ng habJ. t o f  the  r a t  j.s e x p e r  i lan; t a l l y  
r e s  t . r i  e ted to the day  t i m e ,  t t :e  d e p o s i t i o n  o f  eggs t-y 
3 . n i i r i s  o c c u r s  "mainly a t  r - i g t i t . T h i s  i n d i c a t e s  egg  
d e p o s i t i o n  i s  l i n k e d  to  . t t ie f e e d i n g ,  t i a h i  ts  o f  t h e  h . o s t .
I t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t h a t  3 .  m u r is  f e m a l e s  r e c e i v e  a s i g n a l  
t o  m i g r a t e  from the  d i g e s t i v e  p r o c e s s e s  t i t a t  a p p e a r  w i  th  
t t ie  o n s e t  o f  ihos t f e e d i n g .  I t  i s  l i k e l y  t l i a t  d u r i n g  
f e e d  i ng a c t i ' / j .  t,y m u s c le  c o n t r a c t i o n  and f l o w  o f  d i g e s t i v e  
. j u i c ' S  ( R i c h  t o r ,  1 3 2 7 )  s t i i . i u l a t e s  th e  fem'-. lc 3 .  i;.ur i s to 
1 0 i.vr the  i'V'Si,. f u r t h e r  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t.:ic 1 i ni" he tw*-en  
ffW’dj. fig a. : j d d t - f a c c a t i n g  and z'cs t i n g  h c i ia v i .o u r  o f  t " e he s t 
to 3 .  '"u *■ I s 'i.i g r a t  i o n  i s  seen f r c m  th e  pc -  ad ap t a t ]  ou 
in  th e  hc'St v/hiahi t.’ie v/or'a e x p e r i e n c e s  winui i - 'o  r a l  ts  
pu t  c n a n r ;■ t rm.cln^d f e e d i n g  p a t t e r n  . '^hc r c s u l  t s  shew 
t h a t  a. r e  S' t n i c ted f e e d i n g  p a t t e r n  '' owe rs the u u ' . l  e r s  ) f  
r.'ggs dep'om. t'u: . i t  n i g h t  and th j.s may 1 f  t h e  r ' s n l  t o f  
f  e w er  fern'l l ex m I g r a t  I n g  to  f u e  p e r i  a n a l  a r e a .  .7 ewe r  
f  e main'a mey he come e s t a h l i s h e d  i n  idic ^u^s t din; l.o t h e  
hios ! b e i n g  sub j  e e t c d  to a re; ;  t r i e  ted f c ' t  j. eg p a t  t o  on .
I n d e e d ,  date ,  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  f e w e r  ra t .s  harboim- on 
i n f o c i . i o > '  w'Ien r a t s  a r c  k e p t  on a l i m l t ^ - d  fqc l i n g  
sch edul.e fo t.’ a p ro lo .nged  p e r i o d .  l o s s  o wo rmis c o u l  1 
o c c u r  j.n tj:' : f a e c e s  d u r i n g  t l ie r i i g l i t  and d^.y he cause  
r a t s  d e f o c c n  l,e a t  hotl i  t i m e s  wlien im t on . i re:: t r i o  ted  
feed  In/; s c h e d u l e .   ^' e worms , u n l e s s  a d a p t e d  to t'cc
4.
e
food L i i g  7’-gu'!c of th.e hi o s  t , would have passed oui : u  t h p  
fonces lu 1110 day time. They may al so have boon re’-,oval 
at night iiecius(? of 111e noc tu2?r 1 al d ’ f’aecat Ing 12<211 av*j '<'j 
f the rats. For, alth.ough the feeding hehavioui- .'."ay have 
heen res tri e Led to the day time, rats also actively 
defaocate at night.
The r i reel, ind 1 r’at ion that egg laying hdiaviour is i’lter- 
l.lnled uQi'ios from trie ability of _S. uiuris to adjust to 
the poi-iods 0 aotivlty and rest in man. In self­
in fections earn'led oui. hy the author, 2* "'uri s always 
appeared on the perianal region towards the evening 
whioli wos t'ne norinal tine of rest. ' The itching 
hchav lour felt on the perineun heing similar to that 
felt when infected with, the human pi.nworm shows th at 
S. i:'u.r’is and E. vorinl culari n arc more ali^c in their 
tn-ansmiss ion strategies tiian has been realised.
"I;] T 1A1 1, imugh I i av; 111 ; 1 • ; ( 1 3 7 5 )  sugges t ed. that 
could have heen sti.i'uilated hy a lowering of hne r-’clal 
temperature of the host, this does no I appear to he lihc’.y.
As shown in this study, rectal temperature o.ue 11 le tes 
tiiroiighout a 24-huur period and. do(\: no t s''ow a d ay/ ui g.h 1.
ueriod I c rhy ! Ir-,, perlrips due to handling du.ring the
sum pi iug no'"led.
It liz CO nclud nd (.ha t the cli'cadian rhy !.hm of --p;g deposition
Jeedcyv^  Ayr,d de f^ e^c^ ZLoyi,
foil owed 1 1. - ur i s is //4 keel u /cU  the hosts  ^ activities
and f; ivours .Its trans:;l.ssion . 3 y layi ng eggs during 0
day 1 . 11:11 ri s avoids being lost in the faeces at nigh! .
'"ills allows eggs a period of incubation during i.he day 
time after wriicti i i is ready to he swallowed during 
g.i'0(U'ilng . In its strategy for transmiss i on , 3 . I’lu r i." .is 
no diffcr-eni. from those other worms wiiich exhibit circadian 
rhyi.hms and which depend upon host behavicur to cori.iru" th'^  
prorOSS of Infection.
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CHAPTER V
WORM ESTABLISHMENT
In view of the large numbers of eggs deposited by 
Syphacia muris on its host’s perianal region and 
the certainty of the contact between these eggs and 
the host, many eggs may be presumed to be ingested 
by the rat every day. Van der Gulden (1966)  ^ .
d  e , a s  A . e ^ ^ t o
estimated that 30% of the eggs.were swallowed 
at night, most certainly in the act of grooming.
Experiments were therefore, desirable to ascertain 
whether or not the numbers of _S. muris that became 
established in the host were related to the number 
of eggs ingested, the time of the day and age of 
the host. Also the number of eggs ingested might 
influence the size and fecundity of worms subsequently 
established.
It is a generally held belief that density dependence 
factors influence the establishment of the numbers of 
worms in a host system. Dorman (1928) found that as 
the size of the infective dose of Heterohis panillosa 
was increased, the numbers of v/orms that became 
established in chickens decreased. The work of 
Ackert e_t ab., (1931) with Ascarid La lineata in chickens 
produced similar results as did that of Winfield 
( 1935) witfi Heterakis s pu mo sa in rats. Hi ppostrongyl no 
brasiliensis establishment in rats also decreases with 
increasing larval dose (Haley & Parker, 1961). Recently 
Michel (1969) showed that as the 0 s t c t a g i a o s t: e r t- c 1 infec­
tion dose was increased in calves, so did the numbers 
of v/orms recovered post infection decrease. Both 
Ackert e_t al. (1931) and Winfield ( 1935) reported respectively 
that with increasing dose size of larvae administered, the 
lengths and fecundity of A. lineata and H . spumosa 
decreased. Michel (1969) made comparisons of the egg 
output by üstertagia ostertagi in calves receiving a
l i g '  ci ' iu nt avy  i n i l c - L  i.on and  l o u r i u  t h a l  egg  p r c d i n • t i ' m 
d ^ c n '  a s f  d i.n h o s t s  t l v a l  w o r e  g i v e n  a r ieav; ;  Ln f  ce  I  j  v c  d o s t / . 
T h e  v.'ML'k o f  i 1 , I a n  c a s  1 e r  & h o ng  . ( 1 hV- ' ) showed / a t
t h e  l e n g t h  o f  0 .  n i ,  tr^ r  t  a g i  was i n v e r s e l y  r e l a t e d  In  t ' " e  
i n i t i a l  wo r:i; b u r d e n .  D ’ G i l v a  o L e w i s  ( 1 j 7 i  ) and  Lew ! s &
D ® L i l  va  ( l d ? o )  i n d  l e a  t e d  t h a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  I t i e  d ay e g g s
n: t e d  b ' /  t a nwe.re l a i d  by  3 .  nin r  i s and  s u b s e q u e n t l y  i r  
.rrat t  w o u l d  a f  f  0  0 1 worm e s t a b l i s h m e n t n t h e  b.os t .
On (die e f f e c t  o f  l i o s t  age  on  wo.rm cs  t a b ] . i s i r - . o n , i t  i s  
g y u » o r a l l y  r e g a r d e d  t l i a t  i n f e c t i o n  d e c r e a s e s  w i  t h  i  n c i '  a s i n  
a g e .  N o t a b l y  , b e  t r  r o b i n s  vernr i .  c u l  a r  i  i n f e c t i o n  j.s f o u n d
i n  eh i I d  r e  e ( C h o n g ,  1 j / 3 ) .  .As p i  c'ul m ;  i s i,e t u n  ;.e(. e r a
r e c o v r ' r y  f r x r ' i  mi ce ( î l a t h i e s  , 1 9 5 9 a )  and 3 y ;.dsae j n. p] 'Vr.g a t  a 
f r o : n  t h f '  sa m '  h o s t  ( f a n  t e r , 1369 )  d - c ; l i .  ne w i t h  i n c  re  a s i  ng
; !O s t  a g e .  - h e x c v e r , d a t a  f r o m  B l a i r  b  T i io m p so n  ( 1 3 ^ 3 ) ,  
S i n g h v  i e J o n n s o  n ( 1 3 7 7 ) ,  As h o u r  ( I J I - C )  i n d  i r a t e  " d ' a t  
3 .  mi.: V i s nui . ibe r'S i n c r e a s e  wi. bn h o s t  age .
A g a i n s t  t h i s  h'<-:,ckg:r'ound o f  i n f o  r m a t i o  n c x r e r i  i' on i s  w e r e  
",n r r  i e d  out- w i  th  3_. ^mrai s t o  d e t e r i ' i i n e  i ! s  '-n: i a l 1 :i sj w on t 
i n  t- o r a t  - u i s t .
T.i A'nTiTBlIALC AND METHODS
T ;)p t'.vo d'jSf:::] o f  i i G c c l  in thi; 00re ICO and
o . r .1000, the *.'00'' heIno collected at 10 a . m  and 
The r'lto don ed vitl the egos were divided i. n to 3 age 
groii|)o: 1-, 7- and 10- weeks old. hacl'i age g re un
of rada was given a dose of eggs aL Ihc time a 
cold ec t ion wan ' lad e-, that is, at 10 a . m . and 2 p .n •
The 10 a.m. cos*' was also administered tu rats 
ma L]ita.itied on a dail-./ligh t cycle during t.iio da,y.
Tiiis was des l.gTur] to s in-ula.lie night, time rnouli l.ions
and to tes1> the e C tec t of darkness on the es Lahlisci'Um f.
o C worms. The over-all experimental pa t tern was as Fellow:
■ inf ec t, LOti
10:00
I 4 - ;  0 0
sg/O' .''or inffM'tifjn were collected e*'i ric* s"<e ired. glas:: 
slid ^-s Fro's 17"c pe^'ianal region of rats py.'v tously ir Tee ted 
ai'd a a in t.a i nee on a, C a.m. - p.m. 1 i.gti t/da.Tk cy cl" .
The sii.des vy re imiucrsed in 0 .0 Oil saline 1 n O'.'tu’L d t s " e s 
and hept war;ii o n  a h o t  plate at 1 1 0  until ne a d  fad. 
iggs wc re i nd i vidnally counted under a sti-reo Ai.ssecring
1 ' II" ] cj-osco I’O and the requisite amount, was e i ck"d up i : 
s '/ 7" i n g e v/i. t.h a hlnnt.ed 2 b n.n. hypo d e.r", i. ' ""'"il e . Th*
s.yringe was rilled . w i th tan water to dj.lul-n the saline 
ini i. t to proven t ra Is from voiding the solution.
Eggs were then delivered to the rat hy oral i n tnl>at i o';.
1.0 "lore td'ian a 'ii.ll.ilitre of li qnid was used to suspend 
the doli.vered eggs. Immediately after delivery, an 
additioTial millilitre of water was delivenod to tV'e rn.t 
oesophagus t-^ ensure all eggs in tiio syringe were washed 
d o w n . The syringe and hypodermic needle weze also 
wurd'iod i.'iMtied i at el y a Cterwards and the was'rL ngs eya.mi nel 
under a mlc.roscope to ascertain that all tiu; eggs ho.d 
heen deli vei'cd .
Tlie rats were dJvi-.icd. into f age groups oF 3, 7 o.nd 10 
weeks . Tin; rati.orale heliind this was to d e toim i ne wo.T" ' 
esta'slishment in pre-p'Uhcrtal, puhertnl and nos t-p-uler tal 
rats . Breedi ng exper Liuents had earlier shown that rats 
in this 1 ah'O.ratery w o e  capable of T'Cproducing litt,ers 
at 7 weeks after hirt-'. Five "lalc and v female rats 
were used Far "sch experimental in F ec tion, all o F th"
10 "u t s  eo'ci ng  Fro "I t l i e  same l i t t e r . T h i s  was done i n  
o r d - ’T t o  mi i . " i i s c  geTie t i c  11 F f c r e n c u 's  he t w " u n  ' 'os ( . 
k ' h f u i c v c r  a l i t t e r  di.d n o t  r e a r  such  nu"d ;c ' 's  o f  a ' l i m o l s  
o f  ' h e  1.-W' ' se x e s  , j ' a t s  we re  added f r o " ,  a S "c  o id 1 i 17 i. " S"
as to  ' " a t "  up the  d i  f  f  e re t i c e  . F a t s  w " r "  k t i l e d  77 • o u r s
a F ta: r i n fe e  t i e n  i n  o r d e r  t o  e n s u re  the  0 0 ”^ l o : ' i .  I'm-; j f  •;:alc 
wn i  w h i c h  l e a v e  the  h o s t  a f t e r  t h a t  t i ’ e. . l a t e  w " r "  
k 11'! "d w i t h  c a r b o n  m o n o x id e  gas  o r  c h l o r o  Form vapon  r .
When tin se wore not available, rats w"re killed hy a 
r ' I a. ' ' p hi -.w I." td’o head . 1: .mediately a F to v an tops,/-,
war "IS were ; ,at'n.c red Fro I'i the caecum :y; ilu' la." rum
1-0chn I.quo as previously described in ChapI "r 11. 
h'or"'.s were fix.t>d ir wa rm formal i.n and s t" r"d in vials 
for latcT- counting;.
1 II oruf.rc lu de L ermine tie effect ut egg dons ! t.7 nn the 
length et VA) r-îiis, 3 week old rats were dosée! with 100, 300 
and 1000 eg, g s at 10 a.m. Throe f "male ruts wore used irj 
each ox pe.r-i")On tut dose. hats were saci'i Ft cod 77 hou rs 
[)ust infection. V.'orn.s were collected hy trie faer'iucn
technique, f i xed and drawn with the aid u 3 a c r'u.w 1r.tr " 
f.itl.."d to u Leitx, microscope.
Drav/i nr a were mad o on graph paper. A scale w < s drawn 
Fro I" a a ta go 'i.icT'oine lo r' under tiio same 1 lagnj. fi cat ion 
as the worms. A cartographer's wheel was used to 
measure the v/o rms against this scale.
"to do teimu.no the effect of size of duse uf infoc t i.mi cti 
the fecundity of r.'ur is, each grnTi,) of 3 Hi r'"o-weok old 
rats wu.s dosed with 1C’0, fOO and. 1CC0 eggs colicctorj tru"i 
the nori;mal regioT] at 10 a."i. hats were kill"d one
autopsicd 7 days later. A.'urms we re remo vcd liy the 1 ae C'su n
■T :.technique ard i.'j.xed in 4m foi'malin. 
wore (.lissccted under a stcT'o disse"ting : 
the eggs 
cou' I in/;
graviL:
cr 'Scope ar.d 
fro/ii tlie uI crus removed wi tit a fine needle fo
ooOoo-
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REJHETS
The numbers of Syphacia muris that became established 
from a dose of 100 or 1000 eggs administered in the 
morning, afternoon and ’darkness' in 3 differing age 
groups of rats are given in Table VII (a)(b),Figs.
31, 32% The number of male and female worms that 
became established from 100 eggs was lower than that 
from 1000 eggs. In terms of actual numbers, there 
was a 10 fold increase in the number of worms recovered 
from rats receiving 1000 eggs. The mean number of 
worms established, for example, from 100 eggs fed at 
10 a.m. to 3 week old male rats was 10.40 (0.60 female 
worms + 1.80 males), compared with a mean of 142.8 (84.44 
females + 58.4 males) in rats dosed with 1000 eggs.
There was, however, little difference in the percentage 
of worms that became established from the two doses.
For example, in 10 week old males dosed at 10 a.m., 
it was evident that 33.8/o worms were established from 100 
eggs compared with 35.12% from a 1000 egg dose. There 
also appears to be no significant difference in wo rm 
establishment (mean number of worms and % 'take') if 
eggs were collected from rats and administered to them 
at 2 p.m. The mean worm count from 100 eggs fed at 
2 p.TH. to 3 week old rats was 12.20 whereas from a 1000 
egg dose it was 157.3. However, only 6 rats harboured 
an infection from 100 eggs whereas all 30 rats dosed 
with 1000 eggs were infected.
Significantly (Student's t-test; P = .05) more worms 
became established in more hosts if eggs were collected 
and administered at 10 a.m. rather than at 2 p.m.
The worms recovered from 100 eggs fed at 10 a.m. were 
10.4, 16.4 and 33.8 in 3-, 7- and 10-week old male rats 
respectively and all the hosts were infected. In contrast, 
the 2 p.m. infection of 100 eggs resulted in mean numbers of 
12.20, 0.40 and 1.4 worms becoming established in the 3 age
m
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i''ou;’S o ’■ t !'i I o ""itü .recpecti. vely . J n frrialc l-'oc I n , M e  
.riyui--:r; v;^ rc L- i m  i 1 a r for tlic tv/o t j me pc r'ioô.e und e r; 
eoîij 1.7erri lion ; fcv/er v;ormG v;ere efM-al ■! i el ■ ed n n7 re'X': r 
l'o.La Veeamc iefec t.ed rro.'n n. 2 pxn. i nceul.aLle a . Tf 
10CC cyya v/ore fed a.t 2 p . m . , Lho reoo very of v/oriie v/; .a
1.ow('r thon .IL i L v/ol> given at 10 a.iîi. Tie iv-ege o.r vnTia 
d e vel.ü ped fron! t ne 10 a.rn. dose in üiale rr, te v.'as 172/’ 
io 2 71.2 and a range nf 102.0 - 202.0 in Lerales.
Co;t!prr able f in r h era for the 2 p.fi. infect i r n wei-e 127.2 - 
12 0 ,0 in rnalr- ra.tn and 9 0 .2 - 192.2 l-i reniai'' a .
V / o r ’M e a t a l O .  Lnbi'n" n t  an  ne a r c  u n a f f e c t e d .  v;he L n e r  e g g o  fTxr")
Liie "io.rni ng collection are adminictcrcd in day light or 
d art ne an i n all 9 age pro n no of rate. Tie 100 eg;; a fed 
in dayligh t ri.ov; rni (n: tahlj rduient of 1 0. do, 10 , 4 and ; 9 
v/orrn- in 9,  ^ a.nd 10 week old rale rate apr-c t i v ^ l .
’\'hen fed to rats in the dark, t h e  ostahlint ment is 9 .2 ,
1'1.2 and 22.4 in Lhe 9 respective age gronpn. Fro:" 10CC 
eggs ,;i ven in daylight, 142,2, 220 rind 991.2 v/or'ns nne:
2oi.rnd i n 9, 7 and 10 v;eek nales respec tiv^fy. Tin 
r-s t a  h i  I f j h r o M  L i n  r a t s  i n  t l i e  d a r k  w as  1 1 9 . 2 ,  :: 1 2 . 0  a n - ' ’
9 0 2 . . 1 . I n  f  c r - i a l o  r a t s  , s i m i l a r  p a t  l a n m s  o f  r.y, t a .h l  .1 s '  n o n  t  
' • icon r r o d  . ï ' i - . e i ' o f o  r c ' , t h e  numb err. o f  w i r r  s I ' l a t  r r - e  ' "ound 
Ln c s  t u b l i r h  i n  t h e  b o s  t s  d o e s  no I  i p  j r  n r  t o  h e  i n . f l n *  n e e d  
ly t.l'C i,i!?:e vnicr eggs a r e  inges'ev] so' "'ne,, -.s by Me. : c'eled 
th.e s o  a r c  d ^ g ' c s i .  t r ;d o n  t h e  p c r i a . n a l  rcg :  i c > •.
9s cry it in tw,i instances, the v/o.n;is es‘'hd,Mha'd appear' d 
'to he corral a tod w.i tli the age of tie hos'. 9 lie the-r rats 
vana! i. n Tec Led at 10 a.r;. , or in darinicss , 'sl the r w i. 19 ICO 
('ggs nr 1010 eggs, more v/oriiis were found in ol dor raL’-cr L-am 
in your g •arii'Mol.s. In 9, 7 and 10 week old male I'n.Ls 
/'nvfu IC'L y pas at 10 a.1:1., the mean numbcrc of worms found 
were 10.4 , 10.4 and 9 9 . ,2 respectively coirn. nred vsltl ;m. an 
nuxilers of 9.4, 19.97 and 9 7 ,4 in f n'lal.r r 1.1 s . The
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Increase was also cvJ dcnl in rats infected v/i t); 1000 eggs. 
fence, it is cnggested that for the ages considered, 
resis tencc fac hors do not operate to liT.nit 2» IZL—îil 
os tahlisfii'ani t in. the rat. Only when rats were infer tud 
at 2 p.m. did worm es t.ablisiiment imply decrease v/i tl' 
lost age. rut even, this conclusion is doultful he can sc 
0 111 y < 3. few of t ' J c t o t a. 1 n. n i: 1 j c r of r a ts used in t i i c 2 };■. rr. 
caperi ment showed a patent infection. Only f of 19 male 
T’ats, and 2 ri f If females wei'c inf ec ted . Ti.rec of the 
nales were 9 weeks old and had a mean of 12.1 fej;:a.le worms 
in them. One male was 7 weeks old. and the other 10; 
each harhoured 2 female worms only. The two tomale rats 
were 9 and 10 weets old. V/hilst only 9 f'Smale worms wore 
-'-ecovcred froci the former, 4 fema.le worms wore found i.n ft 
1 alter agf' group .
"^ 'he sine o 1 wrj c:ns recovered f ro'Ti an infective dose (vC 
100 eggs rcn'iged between 1.00 - 1.99 . (fe:’ialcs) and
C.OQ - 1.09 . ( males) in 72 tiours. The wo-ms f?’or.’.
a, dose of 900 eggs varied between 0.90 - 1.49 "n'n (Tulle 
VIIJ) . Fast of the female worms froi:- thi s gr.uip fell 
into sine range of females from I-he IOC egg dose, hat 
,a few :;,ea.sured below 1.00 nim. litl; tlie creep t, i o n of 
9 males f ro'i the 900 dose fa,lling in the 1.10 - 1.99 U:. 
-•lanr; s ise , al l the others ranged be tween 0 . iQ to 1 .C9mm. 
be range ,"ovcred by tlw' 6 males recovered i'rom 100 r^ ggs 
wa;; 0 .90 - 1.00 mm. In contrast, t h e mal cs from 1C 00 
eggs '• ecsu red between 0.40 and 1.29 . , w* th. :.:Ost o f
til cm below C , '"O mm . i a lengtii. It r-iay 1 c ol se -ved , 
n owe VC'S, that lie numhe r of won aj recovei'cd f ci 
infection des es of 100, 900 and 1000 eggs Mtc--ea::ed with 
size uf Infective dose.
( •
TA'ni.M VIII
T h ' ‘- i .ze ’oM n m i l i ç r  o f  wo n;,3 o f  9.y p hoo i  a  '"or  i s e : I  -11 )1 .1 r= 'i ^ I  
0  f  t o r  7 2  h o u r  r> i. n  r  • 1. 1, s ad m i n i n t  n r ü w i t  ' • 10 C , I C  C a -17.
1C0u eggs.
Vnr" 1 
Lcrgtri 
( m’- . )
Females Mol es Fernq,'' es Males Females Ma "1 es
1 .4C-1 .1'? 3 0
1 .90-1 .9'' 3 9 o
1.2C-1.29 13 32 0 1
1.10-1. r;’ 19 33 3 r. 1
1 .00-1 .C'h •1 1 37 or m 1
0."^C-0.19 3 9 7 1
0.r:C-0.9 9 2 19 a n 14 1C
o.'fr-o. 79 4 V om
1 1 r r
0.if-0.99 11 12
c.4o-o..r' 1 4
ho. r,r
wo n
"xr oon'cf r. 139 1C 1 "^1 7f
9o . v'':ri' r
■O 'covr j-pr1 39 ,9 17 2 1 2 ' ' 401 199
v'oro” 
roc 1 vo oy 11.9
.
2 12.13 "1 a 0 9.93
I nj. 1.10.1
' -o 0 i i ' M
c.tl. (ngr.o) ICO 91'■0 10 00
100
TViü ugg-Tjcui'ing capacity of a female G.» mûris v/orm was not 
correlated with the size of an infective dose as shown hy 
Table IX and the number of eggs to be found per gravid 
female varied. The mean number of eggs collected was 
400.93 (330 - 489 range), 426.23 (332-487), and 417.6 
(319-314) from the females that became established from 
100 , 300 and 1000 eggs respectively. The worms bearing 
more than 330 eggs appeared unusually stout under the 
microscope.
In 168 hour old infections, the number of male and female 
worms declined as the size of the infective dose was 
increased (Table IX). The mean percentage of worms that 
became established from 100, 300 and 1000 eggs were 13.76
11.8 and 9.47 respectively. On the other hand, the mean 
length of worms from all 3 infective doses remained similar, 
indicating that smaller sized worms recovered from 1000 
eggs in 72 hour ^ infections grew in 168 hours.
TlBLh IX. The number of eggs contained, in the uterus of
168 hour old worms of S_. muris that became
established from 3 different infective doses.
Gize of 
infective dose 
(Eggs)
Number of 
collected
Range
eggs
Mean
Mean Number of 
Worms establislied {%) 
Females Males
*
100 ' 330-489 408.93 
+ 33.63
13.7 3.8
300 332-487 426.23 
+ 34.47
11 .8 1 .62
1000 319-314 417.6 
+'32.32
9.47 1 .41
101 .
DIGGU3GI0N
In view of the large numbers . . of Syphacia muris 
eggs that are ingested by the rat host daily, a lower 
number of worms was expected to be established from a 
larger dose of eggs as opposed to a smaller dose. The 
experiments carried out suggest that this does not happen 
in 72 hour old infections when male worms have not yet 
left the host and can be considered together v/ith females. 
Hence, more worms are established from a larger dose.
Such a result is unexpected to occur because density- 
dependent factors normally limit parasite burden in a host.
The work of Dorman (1928) on Heterakis papillosa and that of 
Ackert et al.p.931) Sad un, (1949) on As carl d la galli in chickens 
demonstrated that a higher proportion of worms became 
established from a lower dose of eggs. A similar 
conclusion was reached by Africa (1931); Haley (1958),
Sey (1969) experimenting with Nipnostrôngylus hrasiliensis 
in rats. Dobson (1965, 1974) reported a similar dose 
size effect on the survival of Amplicaecum robertsi in 
sheep as did Michel (1969) with Ostertagia ostartagi in 
calves. However, references in the literature also show 
that worm burden may increase proportionate to the size of 
the infective dose, although such cases i.iay not be frequently 
observed. Chan & Kopilof (1958). infected two
strains of mice with Syphacia obvelata eggs and found that 
one strain harboured 32.2/4 worms from a dose of 100 eggs; 
the same strain showed 40.7/o worms establishment from 200 
eggs. The second strain of mice was infected with 4.4 
and 9 .5/0 worms from the two respective egg doses quoted.
Tongson and McCraw (1963) discovered that in 2-4-8 week 
old chickens dosed with 500, 2000 and 5000 Ascaridia galli 
eggs, there was a gradual increment in the percentage of 
second stage larvae in the hosts. According to Michel 
(1969), a larger dose of 0. ostertagi larvae resulted in
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a greater establishment of worms in calves, and worm burden 
declined only after repeated doses of larvae were administered. 
In the case of muris, it may be speculated that the dose 
of 1000 eggs was not large enough to produce the kind of 
result expected, that is, a ‘reduction in the number of 
worms did not occur from a large dose of eggs as compared 
to a small dose. Normally the rat host is exposed'to as 
many as 6000 eggs daily (Chapter IV) and about 90?4 of the 
eggs are ingested by it (Van der Gulden, 1966). When 
this is considered, the dose size of 1000 eggs used in the 
present study is indeed small. However, other regulating 
mechanisms operate in order to restrict the numbers of 
S_. muris that occupy the host caecum. The time related 
experiments establish that more eggs are infective if these 
are laid around the peak of egg deposition which occurs 
around noon when hosts are kept on a 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. light/ 
dark environment. The eggs deposited after peak hour 
deposition yield few worms in the host. These results 
were earlier reported by D'Silva & Lewis (1979), Lewis 
& L'Silva (1980). The specific period of high' infect- 
ivity may be cited as a transmission strategy on the part 
of the worm. By restricting more of its viable eggs to 
be laid midway in its circadian rhythm of egg deposition, 
the worm ensures that a certain period of incubation takes 
place on the host perianal region before they are ingested 
by the host. Therefore, a restricted, period of more 
viable egg deposition is linked to host activity. From 
the data presented on the activity rats, it is clear 
that feeding and defaecation of the hosts begins at 18:00 
hours. This is also the period when intense grooming 
activity of the rat begins (personal observations), and 
because S. muris eggs are ingested by the host during 
grooming, a maximum number of viable eggs are available 
and ensured at this time.
10:
The differing infectivity with respect to time shown in 
the case of muris has not been recorded before in 
helminth literature. However, Garnham & Powers (1974) 
noted a similar occurranee in the formation of oocysts 
by Plasmodium cynomolgi Mayer garnetocytes. These 
gametocytes follow a circadian rhythm by appearing in 
the blood of monkey (the host) at night when they are 
normally picked up by the mosquito vector. If the 
garnetocytes are fed to mosquitoes at mid-night, the 
result is the formation of more oocysts than if 
experimentally infected during mid-day. Perhaps the 
case of S. rnuris eggs and P. cynomolgi garnetocytes are 
alike.
The age of the rats used in this study does not appear 
to have a limiting influence on S, muris burden in the 
caecum and the number of worms increase with host age.
This is in contrast to the studies carried out with 3 
other pinworms. Panter ( 1969) v/orking with G. obvelata in 
mice, and Mathies (1959a). with Aspicularis te traptera 
in the same host, found that the worm burden decreased 
with increasing host age. The human pinworm Eriterobius 
vermicularis is only found in children (Cheng, 1973).
The laboratory rats which Blair & Thompson (1969) used, 
however, show that G^ . muris burden increased with host 
age. In the wild, adult rats harboured more G_. nmri s 
worms than sub-adults (Singhvi & Johnson, 1977) in 
India. Ashour (1980) working on wild rats in Egypt
found the same age-dependent phenomenon with G_. muris. 
Therefore, the present studies reflect a true situation.
The lack of age resistance may be indicative of a long 
association between G_. muris and its host during which 
barriers to establishment have been overcome. The 
present data also shows that male rats harbour a larger 
worm burden than females and this too has been recorded 
by Singhvi & Johnson (1977) in the wild.
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Although the density of the infective dose does not 
regulate the worm burden in 72 hour infections, it 
is apparent that worms recovered from 1000 eggs 
are reduced in size at this time. In 168 hour 
old infections, however, worm numbers decline with 
increasing dose size ; but worm length remains the 
same irrespective of dose size. This suggests that a 
density dependent phenomenon operates to inhibit length 
in 72 hour old infections. It is possible that the 
presence of male worms at this time reduced the amount of 
space available in the caecum and thereby contributed to 
the decrease in length, similar to the concept of the 
crowding effect advocated by Read, (1951). But 
following 72 hours of infection, the .loss of male worms 
(chapter II) combined with growth of the caecum allows 
the remaining worms to increase growth. The resumption 
of growth after a period of inhibition has been, shown to 
occur in Ostertagia ostertagi (Michel, 1963). The 
decline in worm numbers from a larger infective dose at 
the end of 168 hours, though not significant, suggests 
another density-dependent phenomenon and a trend that worms 
are lost in the course of infection. Larger infective 
doses of C. muris could possibly establish this further.
It is likely that larger doses could provide sufficient 
antigenic stimulus in the host and thereby elicit an immune 
response to lower worm burdens.
A density-dependent phenomenon --- the reduction in the
fecundity of worms with increasing worm burden --- has
not been demonstrated in the case of G, muris, although 
the worm does show that its egg-bearing capacity may vary. 
Variation in fecundity is normally associated with the 
density of a population or the immune response (Anderson, 
1976). Reduced fecundity due the ’crowding effect’ has 
been observed in Ancyclostoma caninuri by Hill ( 1926),
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Xrupp (1961), In TTaptnonchus con tort us by Whitlock (1966). 
however, no correlation was observed between worm burden 
and fecundity in 0. ostertagi (Michel, I969) , and -.
0eGnphagos10m \iv\ columbianuin (Dobson, 1974) . In the case 
of 2' muris since no reduction in fecundity was observed 
when rats were given a dose of 1000 eggs, it is possible 
that other unknown factors, such as poor worm development, 
inherent genetic causes, are likely to be responsible for 
varying egg burden in individual worms.
-ooOoo-
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CHAPTFR VI
WORM EXPULSION
In the course of routine sampling for eggs deposited on 
the perianal region of infected rats, by using the Sellotape 
or rice smear technique, it was occassionally observed 
that in addition to normal egg laying females, other stages 
of muris also left the host, generally en_ masse.
These worms were larval and/or mature males and females, 
and appeared on the anal region clumped together. Prom 
these observations, it became apparent that an expulsion 
of worms occurred in the host and this might be similar 
to that seen in some other nematode life histories.
Some worm expulsion models include II Ippostrongylus 
hrasiliensis from the rat (Haley, 1962; Jarrett et al.
1968); Trichinella spiralis from the rat (Larsh, 1963); 
Trichuris muris from mice (Wakelin, 1967); Nematospiroidcs 
dubius from mice (Cypess & Van Zandt, 1973); As pi culver is 
tetraptera from mice (Behnke, 1975) ; S t r o u g y r a t t i  
from mice (Dawkins et al. 1980). When these models 
are examined, it appears that an expulsion can occur at 
the end of a primary infection and also after a secondary 
infection although the time period of expulsion after a 
secondary infection is generally shorter than that follow­
ing a primary one. Three examples are cited^namely^
Ni ppostrongylus bra siliensis is expelled within 8 - 1 1  
days after a primary infection; but within 5 - 1 0  
days after a secondary. Similarly, T. spiralis is lost 
between 9 and 12 days of the first infection and 6 and 
10 days after the second (Larsh, 1963). Behnke (1975) 
observed the loss of A. tetraptera to occur 17 days after 
the primary infection, and in 12 days following a secondary 
dose.
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I t  now I'ornalnod to be determined whether 3 , muris was 
expelled after a primary or secondary infection. For 
a working hypothesis, it was assumed that expulsion of 
G . muris would occur due to the existence of a prior 
infestation since expulsions had been observed in 
rats which had always harboured infections. The 
following experiments were therefore conducted to 
determine the nature of S.. muris expulsion in the rat 
host.
Experimental Design
In experiments designed to elicit an immune response, 
such as worm expulsion, host animals are first given a 
primary infective dose of eggs or larvae and this is followed 
by a challenge infection. In between the two infective 
doses, self-infection is prevented among the experimental 
animals by placing them in individual cages or on wire 
mesh floors. For example, Jarrett et al. (1968) placed 
rats infected with N. bras.i.liensis in single cages on 
mesh floors to prevent self-infection. There are 3 
criteria used to determine that expulsion has occurred 
and any one of these may be employed. First, infected 
hosts may be autopsied to determine if a decrease in worm 
load has occurred, as for example in the case of mice 
infected with N. dubius (Cypess & Van Zandt, 1973).
Or, expulsion may be followed by reduced egg deposition 
on the part of the worm. Sey (1969) observed that the 
expulsion phase in rats infected with E . brasilieTisis 
v/as accompanied by a reduction in the number of eggs found 
in the faeces.  ^ ifie number of larvae appearing in the 
stool of infected hosts may also be used to Judge expulsion 
has taken place. Dawkins £t al. (1980) observed that 
S. ratti larval excretion ceased at the end of 10 days 
after mice were initially infected.
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In the case of S. muris, 1000 eggs were administered on 
the 21st day after birth, to each of 5 male and 8 female 
Wistar rats belonging to one litter and 3 males and 3 
females to another. No other eggs were administered to 
the 3 male and 3 female rats and these acted as controls. 
During the course of the experiment, all rats were put on 
saw-dust and individually caged. The saw dust was changed 
daily. The rats were allowed to feed ad libitum and 
maintained on a 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. day/light cycle. The 
rats were not prevented from autoinfecting themselves , 
because a previous attempt to prevent autoinfection by 
placing funnel-shaped cardboard collars around the neck 
of the rat was detrimental to the health of the animals. 
Although these funnel-shaped collars prevented the rat 
from licking its anal region, the animal in an attempt 
to dislodge the collar, was placed under considerable stress. 
In view of the long period of time in which the infection 
experiments would be conducted, it was decided not to use 
a collar to prevent rats from re-infecting themselves.
On the 7th and 14-th day post-infection, the 5 male and 
8 female experimental rats were each challenged with a dose 
of 1000 eggs. All the rats, including the control group, 
were sampled for the presence of eggs and worms on the 
perianal region by using Sellotape from the 5th day onwards 
after the initial infective dose was administered. Daily 
sampling was carried out every 2 hours from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
The sampling was terminated on Day 28 post infection when 
animals became ill due to continuous Sellotape application 
on.the perianal area.
The numbers of eggs and worms on the Sellotape were 
counted. Worms were placed in 3 groups: non-gravid
and gravid females, and those not in an egg-laying stage.
"Male and female rats, including tests and controls, were 
sacrificed after the experiments were terminated. The 
caeca were removed and worms collected by the Baermann 
technique for counting.
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The gravid females included spent females. When no 
spent females were found, all the eggs on the Sellotape 
were counted to arrive at an estimate of the females laying 
them. Egg counts in intact females had previously shown 
that there was an average of 440 eggs present in each 
female. The number of eggs found on the Sellotape was 
divided by this figure to estimate the number of females 
laying them.
RESULTS
The worms recovered as a result of a single infection 
and two challenge infections is given in Table X for 
male rats and in Table XI for female rats. For 
convenience, all the worms found at the end of each 7 day 
period are totalled and presented graphically in Fig. 33 »
No eggs were recovered before the 7th day post-infection, 
but eggs were found on the Lay 7 p.i. indicating that 
the infection had become patent. The number of eggs were 
few in both male and female rats, only 3 gravid females 
being recovered from the 3 male control rats and 10 from 
the five used as tests (Table X) . Between the 7th 
and 14th day post-infection, 34 gravid and 23 non-gravid 
females were found from the control males. Since these 
animals were not experimentally infected again after the 
initial infective dose was given, it may be safely assumed 
that these worms were produced from eggs that were swallowed 
by the hosts during auto-infection from Lay 7 onwards. 
Auto-infection also produced 80 gravid and 36 non-gravid 
females found at the end of 21 days of infection.
The 36 non-gravid females were recovered on 2 days of 
the week only. From then on, non-gravid worms did not 
appear on the perianal region and the number of gravid • 
females declined to 24 on Day 28 post infection.
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In the 5 laale rats given challenge doses of G. niir i s
eggs, tlie course of infection was similar to that in cont.r\ol
animals (Talle X) in that after Day 14 post-infection .
the worm recovery peaked on Day 21 and declined on Day
28 (Fig, 53). Seventy gravid worms v/ere recovered,
making a mean of 14 worm recoveries per rat host.
It is evident that the first challenge i^tfaction was
not expelled as was expected. However, following a second
challenge, large numbers of worms were expelled daily.
By Day 21 of the infection, G26 gravid and 939 non-gravid 
females had been expelled. Most of these worms were 
discharged in large masses. loss was often
accompanied by slurry.
After Day 21, gravid and 
non-gravid females were produced daily in varying numbers. 
Nevertheless, worms expulsion occurred on masse frequently 
in all infected rats. By day 28, the numbers declined 
to 313 gravid and 217 non-gravid worms.
I n 'the female rats, the infection followed a parallel 
course (Table XI, Fig. 33) to that observed in males, 
except that significantly fewer worms were
recovered. In the 3 conti’ol rats, only 4 gravid females 
appeared at the end of the first infection period on Day 7. 
Gravid worms were found on 3 other days subsequently, 
bringing the total to 22 worms on Day 14 post-infection.
At the same time, G1 non-gravid worms were recovered; 
thereafter only 2 non-gravid worms were found. Gravid 
females passed out daily after Day 14 and amounted to 
26 at the end of the 3rd week of infection. The total 
number of worms remained surprisingly at 22 by Day 28, 
all of which were gravid. But a severe expulsion was
not observed at any time.
A total of 24 gravid worms were found from the 8 female 
rats used as experimental hosts at the end of the first 
infection period on Day 7. The cl 1 allenge infection 
oreduced a sum of 70 gravid and 60 non-gravid worms by
The mean recovery from dissected rats was :-
WORMS WORMS
9 9 d d 9 9 d d
Male rats 261.6 92.6 Male rats 404.0 108
(Challenge (157-349 (34-91 (Control) (393-415 (88-123
range) range) range) range)
Female 203.50 53.82 Female 237.03 47.30
rats (159-252 (20-91 rats (154-266 (32-61
(Challenge range) range) (Control) range) range)
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Day 1 4. Of these 56 were produced on one day alone.
An expulsion of worms would appear to occur after the 
second challenge dose. Sixty-eight and 54 worms were 
found on the two days following the challenge. This 
contributed to the total of I67 worms released on Day 21. 
However, it must be remembered these were shed by a total 
of 8 female rats. In contrast to the heavy expulsion of 
non-gravid females in male rats, no such losses were ob­
served in the female hosts. Worm release remained 
high for two days after Day 21 but gradually declined.
On Day 28, only 79 gravid worms were found. At this 
time, 11 non-gravid worms were also recovered.
DIGCUSSION
When the results of the control and experimental groups 
of the infected animals are compared, it is clear that 
S. muris expulsion occurs in the rat host. The expulsion 
is characterised by an en masse exodus of worms from the 
male rats. Both larval and adult (male and female) worms 
are lost. The loss cannot be predicted as to time of 
occurrance. It does not occur after the first challenge
dose has been administered. In the above experiment, 
expulsion occurred only after a second challenge had 
been given to the hosts. In contrast, it will be seen 
that expulsion did not take place in male rats which 
were not given a challenge infection but were nevertheless 
allowed to become autoinfected, even though these had 
acquired a secondary and tertiary infections. It is 
suggested that rat hosts must acquire certain optimal 
number of worms before expulsion can be elicited. It is 
not too difficult to envisage such a situation because under 
normal circumstances rat hosts are exposed to and ingest 
many more S. muris eggs than were used in the experiments 
above.
11  ^•
u.y I >hacia itiür .i..> expulbiuii does nub uccur at the end of 
a primary infection as is the case with h. hrasiliensis 
(Haley & Parker, 1962; Jarrett et al., 1968);
?. sp irai!s (harsh, 1963); A. te tractera (Behnke, 1975). 
Hor can it be said that expulsion occurs after a second 
challenge infection has been given which occurs in the 
case of H. hrasiliensis, T. spiral is and A. tetraptera. 
Rather it may be speculated that expulsion of the 
nature reported here may occur only after a certain 
number of worms become established in the host caecum.
In nature this occurs as a result of continuous exposure 
to eggs deposited on the perianal region. This may 
point to a situation where expulsion may occur in mnrls 
due to a 'crowding effect' . Such a view may be more 
likely given the short (8 day) life cycle of G_. muris. 
There is a rapid turnover of parasite bui'den and excess 
worms in the caecum are simply expelled as a result 
of overcrowding. An immune reaction could also elicit 
a response leading to expulsion, but this was not invest­
igated in the present study. However, if an immune 
reaction did exist, a large number of S. muris would 
probably be required to elicit such a response consider­
ing that it was only after a tertiary dose of 1000 eggs 
thab expulsion occurred in the experiments described 
here.
The lack of severe expulsion reaction in the female 
rats may be due to the /owe t number of 0_. muris that 
occupy bhe caecum (see Chapter V), Ib was also shown 
that fewer eggs were deposited on the fer.ale perianal 
region than on the male (Chapter IV) . The smaller 
worm burden in female rats may be due to the smaller ' 
size of its caecum in comparison with that of the male 
(personal observations). In addition the female 
perianal region is smaller in surface area compared
to that of the male. Consequently, fewer eggs can
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be accommodated on its perianal surface. Therefore, 
severe expulsion of G. muris may not occur because of 
the limitation of space in the caecum and perianal 
area of the female host.
It is of interest to note that male rats harbour more 
G_. muris than females and that severe expulsion occurs 
in the male only, Male hosts, in general, are more 
susceptible to nematode infections than female hosts 
(Solomon, 1969). The expulsion of G. muris from males 
on the other hand, is perhaps more significant with 
respect to the pinworm’s epidemiology. It is known 
that male rodents forage over wider distances than 
females, the latter being more confined to the burrows 
on account of litter-bearing activities. Hence an 
expulsion of G^ . muris from the male rat would allow 
the dissemination of the parasite in space. lewis 
(1968) established a case where A podemus sylvaticus 
males are disseminators of h. dubius in the wild.
The female rat, on the other hand, may not be totally 
relied upon to transmit G . muris over distances because 
the female rat is more likely to pass on the G. muris 
infection directly to her litters.
The expulsion may also be regarded as a means of 
regulating the worm burden of G_. muris in its host.
When a comparison is made of the higher number of worms 
expelled in the experimental group of rats with tliat 
in controls, the figure becomes significant. In the 
absence of density-dependent factors operating to limit 
the size or fecundity of G. muris, perhaps expulsion is 
the only way worm burden is regulated in the rat host.
-ooOoo-
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U H A P T H R  VII
THK COURSE OE lUFEGTIOE
In a study of the transmission of Syphacia muris, it 
is desirable to know the onset of an infection and its 
course thereafter. It may be assumed that litter pups 
first pick up an infection while they are still suckling 
so as to harbour the parasite once they are weaned.
After weaning, the infection may be influenced by auto­
infection and the behaviour of the host. hue to 
daily auto-infection, the worm burden in a host may 
be cumulative in time, particularly .as large numbers 
of eggs are deposited on the perianal region. If 
according to Van der Gulden ( 1966), 90/5 of these 
eggs are ingested, continued exposure might increase 
the worm burden in a host. However, it is unlikely 
that accumulation of worms can continue indefinitely. 
Regulatory meclianisms, such as the host immune 
response, are likely to operate to ensure that the 
host is not killed and that S. muris survives.
Roman (1969) and Roman & Kientruong (1973) recorded
S. muris egg deposition on the perianal region of rats 
over a long period of time. The authors found that 
the infection was sporadic and that rats displayed 
varying periods of infection and resistance, indicating 
that some form of regulation occurred.
Host behaviour may influence infection because it is 
generally regarded that muris transmission occurs 
by contact (Stahl, 1961, 1963; Van der Gulden, 1966; 
Roman, 1969; Roman & Kientruong, 1973). Eggs 
deposited on the perianal region are ingested while 
the rat is grooming. In a typical animal house, 
rats are caged singly, or tCyy^ es groups.
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Both these situations may .ffect the progress of 
infection. In individually caged rats, contact will 
be limited to the perianal region of one host. In 
rats held in groups, contact will occur, in addition, 
between individuals due to rodent grooming behaviour. 
Consequently, infection as defined by the worm burden 
in a host, may be expected to be higher in a group 
of rats than in singly caged animals, as there will 
be the chance to contact-infect from more than one 
host. Experiments were carried out, therefore, to 
determine the onset of an infection in litter pups 
and its progress thereafter.
MATERIALS AND METTTObG
Experiment 1:
To determine the onset of the first infection in suckling 
rats, t)ie perianal region of litters was sampled for 
S. muris eggs on the days following their birth. The 
time eggs were first ingested could then be determined 
by considering that an infection became patent on the 
7th day post-infection.
Line 7-week old Wistar female rats in the isolator were 
allowed to become impregnated by association with males 
for 5 days, since females ovulate once in 5 days of 
an oestrus cycle. Impregnated rats were removed to . 
individual cages and placed on saw-dust and water and 
allowed to feed ad libitum. All the rats were infected 
with 100 G. muris eggs two days later. After 7 days 
the perianal region of each rat was sampled with Sello- 
tape to ensure patency had occurred. Thereafter, rats 
were allowed to build up the worm burden in the caecum 
by anto-infection. During the 21-day gestation period,
rats were provided with sheets of paper towelling for
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nesting material. ■ After litters were born, a record 
was maintained of the number of pups born per rat. 
Each pup belonging to a litter was then sampled by- 
applying Gellotape on the perianal region once 
daily from day 7 after birth. Pups were returned 
to the litter after sampling which was terminated on 
the day pups were weaned, usually day 21 post birth.
Experiment 2;
Nine female rats were allowed to become impregnated 
as before while remaining within the isolator. After 
removal to outside cages, they were infected with 100 
G . muris eggs. The infection from these eggs was 
allowed to build up during the period of gestation by 
autoinfection. When litters were born, a number of 
pups were removed from each litter at two-day intervals 
from the 7th day after birth and autopsiod by cervical 
dislocation. The alimentary canal was removed and 
slit open in 0.75/o saline in a petri dish. The contents 
were teased into the saline and examined under a 
dissecting >k dc^ o^ co/>e- for larvae at 10 x 10 magnification
Exoeriment 3:
The course of infection in rats caged singly and in 
groups was determined by the following:
(i) Thirty male and 30 female rats freshly weaned and 
21 days old. were removed from the isolator and caged 
individually in 15" x 10” x 7" plastic cages. Each 
rat was infected with 100 G. muris eggs two days later 
and allowed to build up an infection through auto­
infection. In addition, all the animals were infected 
with 100 eggs at 7 day intervals. Rats were maintained 
on saw dust and allowed to feed ah libitum. The bedding 
material was cleaned every week. The lighting regime
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in tlie animal house was mairilainen on a 6 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
light/dark cycle. After 8, 16, 32, 48, 6 4 , and 80 
days, 5 male rats and 3 females were autopsied after 
being killed by carbon monoxide gas fuming. The 
caecum was removed and worms collected by the Baermann 
technique. Worms were fixed in warm 4/5 formalin and 
counted under a Zeiss stereoscan microscope.
(ii) Thirty male and 30 female weanlings were removed 
from the isolator, infected with an initial dose of
100 G. muris eggs and caged individually. The infection 
was allowed to build up through auto-ingestion of eggs. 
Animals were maintained as above. At intervals of 8,
1 6, 3 2 , 48, 64 and 80 days, 5 male and 5 female rats 
were killed and autopsied to determine the worm burden 
in the caecum. Worms were collected by the Baermann 
technique, fixed in 4/5 warm formalin and counted under 
a steroscan dissecting microscope.
(iii) Thirty suckling female rats, each 21 days old, 
were removed from the isolator and infected with 100 
2. muris eggs. The rats were divided into 6 groups 
of 5 each. A group of rats was put into a 17.5" x 
11” X  8" plastic cage and the infection was allowed
to build up. Rats were placed on saw dust which 
was changed weekly. They were fed ah 1 i.biturn and kept 
on a 6 a.m. - 6 p.m. light-dark regime. A group of 
rats was removed at intervals of 8, 16, 32, 48, 6 4 , 
and 80 days and autopsied for the collection of worms 
from the caecum by the Baermann technique. Worms 
were fixed in 4/5 warm formalin and counted under a 
dissecting microscope.
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Experiment 1 ;
The sizes of the litters horn to each of the 9 
impregnated rats and the number of eggs found in each 
litter after their birth is presented in Table XII.
It is apparent that eggs first began to appear on the 
perianal region of a litter 10 days after birth.
Eggs were first observed in litter sizes of 8, 10 
and 12 on Day 10 after birth, witli eggs being 
recovered daily thereafter. The first eggs in a 
litter size of 13 pups appeared on Day 11 while that 
in a size of 6 was seen on Day 13. The 11 pjup litter 
first showed an infection on Day 17. Three other litter 
sizes, viz., 4,4, and 7 showed patency after Day 19.
There was a great variability in the number of eggs 
that were deposited in each litter. The total number 
of eggs found at the time of weaning ranged between 3 
and 1,311 (Table XII). The 3 eggs were deposited in 
a litter bearing 4 rats and 1,311 in a litter size 
of 11. A litter size of 4 also produced 1 TO eggs 
and that of 8 rats 59 eggs. On the other hand,
1,242 eggs were found on 6 pups in a litter and 250 
on 7 pups in another. Thus the numbers of eggs deposited 
could not be correlated with the size of the litter. 
Neither could the mean number of eggs collected per 
sample be related to the size of tlie litter. However, 
the total number of eggs found each day on all litters 
showed an increasing trend as the time of weaning 
approached (Table XII). On Day 21 when litters were 
weaned, there was a large increase in the number of eggs.
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Not all the rats belonging to a litter were infected on 
the day a litter was first found to be infected (Table XIII) .
TABLE XIII
The days after birth when litters were first found to 
bear eggs.
Litter
Size 4 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 13
Days 
Post- 
Birth 
Eggs Found
10 21 13 21 10 10 17 10 11
No. Rats 
Infected 1 1 1 2 4 5 2 2 6
In a litter size of 4, the first infection was detected 
in one rat on Day 21 after birth. But 6 out of 13 rats 
in a litter were infected on Day 11. Although all tlie 
litter pups did not become infected at the same time, by 
Day 21 all of them harboured an infection.
Experiment 2:
To confirm the results of Experiment 1, litter pups 
were autopsied several days after birth. The immature 
worms recovered are given in Table XIV.
The first larvae were detected in the caecum as late as 
Day 12 after birth in some pups. In others, these were found 
on Day 14 and 16, The immature female worms from the 12th 
and 14th day of collection measured between 0.41 - 0.47 mm.
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A depression appeared on the body wall of both the in ale 
and female worms recovered at this time. Both these 
characters indj.cated that these immature worms were 24 
liours old. The worms collected on Day 16 showed a
mixed infection of 24, 48 and 72 hour olds. The
48-hour worms could be distinguished by the absence of 
a depression on the body wall and by their longer lengths. 
The 72 hour worms had developed alae. Mamelons were 
found on the males while females bore dark plugs on 
the vaginal pore.
It is readily observable that the number of worms 
recovered were few in number. Each pup harboured for 
the most part two female worms and rarely three.
The male worms were fewer in number. The number of worms
found did not depend upon thé size of the litter. Nor
did the size of the litter influence the time when worms 
first appeared in the caecum. But there was a trend for 
worms to increase in number and to be found in more pups 
as the time of weaning approached. This; was apparent 
from the numbers of worms found on Day 16 after birtli.
The interesting feature was that worms were detected in 
caeca whicii contained bedding material in the ingesta. 
Normally caeca contained curdled milk and no worms were 
found in these. Several conclusions can be drawn from 
these observations. First, worms could not be detected 
under the microscope for the very reason that they were 
masked by the milk and escaped detection. Thj.s was 
unlikely because curdled milk was diluted with water 
and examined in small quantities under a 10 x 10 
magnification. It is more likely that worms could not 
survive in the caecum due to a property in the milk which 
might be anthelmintic. Secondly, worms were detected
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iTi ingesta containing bedding material because this 
provided a growth medium. Thirdly, it is tempting 
to postulate that pups swallowed eggs contained in 
the bedding material, although it is more likely 
tljat pups swallowed eggs from the mother whilst 
suckling for milk or licking as part of the weanling 
beiiaviour. Litter pups were found to be in searching 
and licking situations on. the body of a mother 
until the time of weaning.
On account of the 7 day life cycle of Syphacia muris, 
at the end of which the female worm oviposits on the 
perianal region of the iiost, the appearance of eggs 
in litter pups may be used to determine the establish­
ment of the first infection in unweaned litters. On 
such a basis, litter pups in Experiment 1 first 
became infected as early as Day 3 after birtli.
However, in Experiment 2 it was shown that the first 
24-hour worms were not detected in the caecum until Day 
12 or thereafter post-birth. Neither were any 
ovigerous females recovered from the caecum at this 
time. Since detection of worms by autopsy is a better 
method to determine the first infection, eggs found on 
tlie rats in Experiment 1 could not have come from worms 
residing in the litter pups. These eggs uiust have 
therefore originated in the mother and appeared on the 
body of pups due to contact with the mother. Tlie 
body surface of the pups is naked for so:netii:ie after 
birth and tlie eggs of S. muris have an adhesive property
Experiment 3:
All worms collected in the three experiments were divided 
into males and females. No distinction was made between 
immature and adult worms for two reasons. Firstly,
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some of the female worms wliich appeared to he ini ma La re 
proved to he ovigerous upon dissection. As the diss- 
cction of woi’Tis suspected to he ovigerous v/onld he 
tedious, all iniinature worms were counted together with 
mature worms as one. Secondly, the immaLure male 
could not he separated from the adult on the basis of 
morphological characters. The adult male possesses 
fully developed mamelons and is longer in length t>i?m 
immature males . However, it was difficult to de ter'iL ne 
whether" or not mamelons were fully developed since 
immature males also posses these mamelons. Male and 
female worms were however, easily separatile on the 
basis of the sharp, short tail end present in the male.
(i) In animals which were dosed with 10u eggs each 
week and caged individually,the worm recovery was as 
shown in Table XV. At the end. of the first in fee I.ion 
period on Day 8, an average of 17.2 female worms were 
present per mal.e rat, the range being 10 - 21. In 
female rats, the average was 9.60 female worms, and 
tlie range 7 - 13. All tlie worms were adults and had 
reached tlie egg-releasing stage. Ho immature worms 
were present. The worm burden rose rapidly by Day 
32 to 6 3 1 .0 ' (481 range) in male rats and to
345.4 (185 - 501 range) in females. but on Day 48 
the infection declined to 543.00 (37 - 2000) in male 
rats and to 163.2 (89 - 207 range) in ferial e rats.
A secoTul decline occurred on Day 64 in both male and 
female rats. But on Day 00 the worm burden peaked 
sharply. The wide range was characteristic of all 
infections and showed that individual rats could 
harbour light as well as heavy infections. Where 
the infection was light as in. the case of the male 
rat bearing 37 female worms on the 48th day of an 
infection, worms were visibly ovigerous. In heavier 
infections, only a small proportion of the won'is were 
egg-bearing, the majority appearing to I'C imma turc.
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Although the combined worm burden was cu.»^ u./p 7'Veas the 
infection grew older, even in old infections several 
individual rats harboured light infections.
The male worm burden was always less than the female 
(Table XV). The female to male ratio (FMR) reached 
proportions between 1.8 and 13.7. The FMR range of 2.00 
- 4.5 was the most frequently observed. The FMR fluctuated 
from one infection period to the next. In general, the 
male worm burden increased or decreased as in the females.
In a few older infections, males were completely absent.
The relative rate of infection may be expressed simply by
- t a  ■
where, X^ is the number of worms in time
and, X^  ^ is the number of worms in time # t-1.
The relative rate of infection, determined by the increase 
or decrease in female worms from one infection period to the 
subsequent showed a constancy after an initial period. In 
male rats, the pattern appeared as follows: On day 16, there 
was a 10-fold increase in female worm numbers over the last 
infection period observed on day 8 . The increase on day 32 
was 4 times that on day 16. However, the infection decreased
once on day 48 and thrice on day 6 4 . When it peaked on day 80,
the increase was 4.5 fold (Fig. 34 a). In female rats, with 
the exception of the 10-fold increase on day 80, the rate 
and pattern of infection was similar to that in males (Fig. 34b)
Female rats Aa/t lou.tcci. fewer worms 
than males, there was no significant difference
between the mean worm burdens in the two sexes of hosts 
(P c .05; t-test). In general, female rats tended to 
harbour fewer immature stages than adult worms, perhaps 
due to the smaller size of the caecum.
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(ii) In animale whj.cVi ware allowed to build up a 
v/oi’iri burden tlirough auto-infection after tliey were 
doeed witii 100 egge initially, while being caged J
individually, tlie infection rate wao in general 
similar to that described above (Table XVI).
After the first week of infection, rats harboured 
a nii>:ed infection of immature and adult worms.
Individual rats showed a light or heavy infection.
In heavy infectlons, the immature worms constituted 
the ma j ori ty of 2- bur d en. In li gh t infcc ti o ns ,
most of the female worms were ovigerous. Even in 
older infections, a few individual rats harboured a 
light infection. However, in contrast to experiment 
(j.) above, the range of worm numbers was narrower, 
perhaps reflecting the condition in the wild.
Worm burden rose sharply in the first 32 days of the 
infection. (Fig. 3V-(c)). It declined to a mean 
of 13B.8 worms in the male hosts and 133.7 worms j.n 
the females on Day 48 (Pig. 3 4- (d) ) . However, unlike 
results in (i) it did not decline on bay <^>4 • Instead, 
tlie infection dropped slightly on bay 80 wlicTi the 
average female worm burden was 243.0 and 213.0 in 
male and female rats respectively.
As before, the number of female worms was greater than 
that of male worms with the PMR ranging between 2.7 and ii-5o 
with the more frequent ratios being bn tween 2.7 and 
4.4 (Table XVI). In female hosts, the PilR was between 
1.6 and 11.2. The PER in female rats varied greatly 
and in this respect was no different from that shown 
in the female rats of experiment (i), Pale rats 
again tended to harbour more worms tluju females, 
although there was no significant difference between 
the worm burdens in the two sexes.
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The infection rate sliows tliat in male rata the increase 
on bay 16 In female v/oriiis was 7.5 times the number on 
bay C (Fig, 35(c)). This v/as followed by a 3 fold
increase on bay 32. A decrease first occured on
bay 43. But the female worms rose 4 times on bay 
64 compared to that in bay 43. It declined on bay 30 
to three times the figure on bay 64. In female .hosts, 
the female worms on bay, 16 rose by 14 times the amount 
on bay 3. Two-fold increases were seen on bay 32 and 
6 4 . The decrease on bay 48 and bay 80 was of t>ie
order of 1.5 (Fig. 35 (d)).
(iii) The female rats caged together, after initially 
being dosed with 100 eggs, produced worm burdens which 
were allowed to build up througli auto-ingestion (Table 
XVIl) . Overall there was little variation from trie data 
shown for experiments (i) and (ii) above. The female 
worms v/hicli were recovered at the end of the first 
week of in.fection were found to be adult, v/itli a mean 
number of female worms - 10.33. When ttiis number
increased 14 fold to 144.66 (60-244 range), the 
infection consisted of adult and immature worms, with 
the latter forming the greater majority. The next 
increase on bay 32 v/as smaller in comparison and was 
only 1 .5 times that on bay 16. The female worm burden 
began to decline from bay 43 until 1-he end of the 
experiment on bay 80. The order of the decline was 
gradual and the magnitude was small, being limited tn 
one fold in each infection period compared to the last 
period (Fig, 35 e). More females harboured light 
infections as the infection grew older. On bay 6 4 , 
three of 6 rats carried a light infection ranging 
between 57 and 171 worms. In contrast, the remaining 
three carried infections ranging between 255 and 333.
On bay CO, four of the 6 rats carried infections ranging 
from 33 to 104 woimis. The remaining two rats harboured 
101 a nd 6 4 5 v;0 ri ns respectively.
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TVie male v/oriii burden was lower but followed tlio pattern 
of increases and decreases shown by the female wor::is.
The FMR was between 3.4 to 20.2 and reflected (Table XVII) 
ttie wide I'ange seen tn the FMR of tlie female rats in 
experiments (i) and (ii) . In 64 and 80 day infections, 
the male worm burden was considerably reduced.
mSOlfOGIOR
The transmission of Syphacia muris begins in litter pups 
as late as bay 12 after birth. No infection occui-s 
prior to tliis date presumably because the small si.se of 
the caecum and the anthelmintic effect of the mill: diet 
would prevent the establishment of adult worms vdiich 
can resell a size of 3.5 nim. when fully ovigerous. It 
is also likely that an environment other than a milk 
diet is required for the first worms to become established 
The presence of bedding material in the ingesta of tlie 
litter pups along with milk strongly suggests that this 
provides the necessary medium for trie growth of trie 
first worms.
The discovery of immature worms in the caecum from bay 
12 onwards indicates that rats already harbour an infect­
ion at the time of weaning on or around bay 21 post birth. 
The numbers of these worms are few, considering tliat the 
pups are exposed to a large number of eggs originating 
from the infected mother from which many more worms 
might have become established. but it is these few 
worms which I provide the eggs for the ne.x t generation of 
worms after weaning.
The pattern of infection in weaned rats is that of a 
rapid growth in worm burden for the next 32 days.
This pattern, observed in Experiment 3 (i), (ii) and
(iii), suggests that it is a characteristic feature of
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nxiri;; infections. The infection reaches a degree 
of constancy after the 32 days and is thereafter char­
acterised by short fluctuations in tlie worm burden.
From these results it is clear that wtiile there is no 
harr 1er for the growth of worms in the caecum for 32 
days following v/eaning, there is a regulation tliere- 
after. The rapid growth is most certainly due to the 
ninnber of worms entering t)ie host being in excess of 
those leaving. It is facilitated perhaps by the absence
of any anti-worm responses on the part of tlie host at
this time. It may be that insufficient numbers of 
worms are present in the host to stimulate a regulatory 
mechanism such as an immune response. This v/ould imply 
that a ’threshold’ level of worms is required in tlie 
host before anti-worm responses can be elicited.
Dlneen (II63), working with Haei.'iO nchus co n tort us in­
fections in sheep, first proposed that a ’threshold’ 
level of worms was required before a host could be 
stimulated to bring on the immune response. Sub­
sequently it was shown by Jarrett et al.(1368 ),
Jarrett (1371) that sufficient numbers of IMqipos trAu;y 1.us 
hrasiliensis were required in the rat iiost before an 
expulsion priase could set in. Tiris was confirmed b./ 
Jenkins & Phillipson (1970) who carried nut repeated 
infecti ons of rat with, small doses of b. I ' c i 1 i ensis. 
Michel's (1361) experiments v/ith Os ter (.agi a cs tor tart 
in cattle showed similar results, though iie differs 
with .Dinoen's view (ojj. cit.) and suggests it is in 
fact the rate o,t vdiich the infection occui-s wh icii 
determines the onset of an immune response. But 
Ikeiiie (1371) reported that in chickens infected with 
A scar id i u p;;'ill i a threshold level of worxt burden was 
required to stimulate the expulsion phase. It is, 
therefore, more than likely that a threshold level of 
3. muris in the rat caecum is readied In 32 days after 
weaning for on Day 49 the infection declines. This 
decline is quite severe (Table XVII) .
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The level of constaney reached by the infection after 
32 days has been ascribed to short decreases and 
increases in the worm burden. Constancy would in itself 
imply that the rate at which worms became established 
depended upon the numljers that entered and left the host.
To account for decreases, the numbers leaving must be in 
excess of those entering. Adult males leave the host 
3 days after becoming established in the caecum; gravid 
females in 7 days at the end of their respective life 
cycles. While tliese may contribute to Idle decrease in 
the worm burden, they may not be expected to contribute 
to that extent whereby the numbers leaving the host are
lower tljan those entering. The decrease juust be of a
higher inagnitude. In the male rats Idiis is achieved 
by a severe expulsion of worms. In the female rats 
where an expulsion phenomenon has not been observed, it 
is suggested that fewer worms inhabit the caecum and this 
is the basis of a regulatory mechanism. But it is doubtful 
that this is tlie only mechanism and that other mechanisms 
which have not been observed are also responsible for 
decreases of 3_. muris burdens in the female rat. To 
account for the increases in worm burden following a 
decrease, the numbers of worms entering the host must 
be in excess of those leaving the host. Considering 
that the rat is exposed to large numbers of eggs from 
the perianal region, an increase may not ln} difficult 
to achieve. However, for such an increase to occur,
it must also mean that a partial relapse takes plac-i in
the immune response of the rat host to allow worm burdens 
to build up again. The increase is caused relatively 
by tlie largo numbers of immature worms tiiat liegin to 
occupy the caecum 32 days after the initial infection 
and it has been shown that in heavier infections tiie 
majority of the worms are immature.
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It canriot le concluded at present tl’at worm loss occurs
because cf a crowding effect or to an immune response
alone. A combination of both factors may be responsible.
In Chapter (Ch. VI) it was shown tliat a crowding effect
Tray influence the jiumbers of v/orms residing in the caecum.
This could be true for worms in the feriale rats where worm: 
«
are fewer in comparison to those in males. On the other 
hand, it may be argued that an immune response operates 
1:0 IJ.mit tlie number of larvae that may hatch from ingested 
eggs in female hosts. In male rats, although a crowding 
effect could be responsible for worm loss, it is likely 
that an immune response is the more plausible factor.
While worms are lost suddenly in male rats, older 
infections in some individual male and female rats are 
characterised by light worm burdens,thereby pointing 
to periods of immunity. The caecum of rats in old 
infections i s neither limited for space nor nutricTi ts 
and, thei'cfore, a crowding effect could not account for 
the paucity of worms there. Moreover, ranter (llf'C)
showed, that S. obvelata in mice are controlled by Viost
Jacobson & Reed (1974) found that athymic 
(nude) mice were heavily infected with r^. obyrla ta i>i 
contrast to thymic mice. There is thus a possibility 
that humoral or cell-mediated immune response's opei'ate 
in rats against muris. The sporadic periods of 
infectivity tViat Roman and Roman Kientruong
(1973) observed niay be explained by the light and heavy 
worm burdens whièh are found in older infections.
Whatever the regulatory mechanism may be, it produces 
a. constancy in the 9. muris infection after 32 days in
weaned rats. The level of constancy reached after an
initial period of rapid increase is a feature which appear: 
common to helminth infections (Anderson, 197d).
Os tertagia ostertagi infection in calves reaches a 
plateau following an initial increase (Michel, 1003) as 
does Tfi nnnstrongylus brasl liensi s (hrambell, 19^5;
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Jarrett et rü_. 1960; Alphry, 1970) in rats and 
Ancnr-idin. gal. 11 in chickens (ikerne, 1971). The 
studies by Michel (1969), Jenkins and Philippson 
(1970) and Ikeine (1971) are particularly significant 
to tile present investigation because hosts were 
infected repeatedly and paralleled the autoinfection 
that occurred in rats from 9. muris. The worms are 
not expolled entirely from the host caecum after 
experiencing tiie immune state and it is believed that a 
quantity of v/orms remaining in the iiost may become adapted 
to the immune- state (Jenkins & Phillipson, 1970). In
fact, the immune state may be suppressed by a parasite 
(Keller e_t al. 1971).
In general, the male worm burden follows a similar course 
of infection to the female worms. A rapid increase is 
followed by decreases and increases, pointing to a sim­
ilarity in the maintainance of the infections. The 
same features tliat regulate the female worm burdens 
probably operate on male worms. The male v/orms never 
reach proportions in excess of the female, showing tliat 
a few males are sufficient to inseminate a large number 
of females. The PMR observed (1.2 - 12.0 and above) is 
consistent with data reported in Chapter V and with that 
obtained from wild rats (Cinghvi 8< Johnson, 1977; Ash our,
1900) . One explanation for the high FtiR might be tliat
males leave the host earlier than females, the life cycle 
of the male being 3 days and that of the female, 7.
Jenkins g Ihillipson (1970) indicated that the FMR in 
hinpostnongylus brosiliensis was biased in favour of 
males when females were lost more rapidly. The ooposite 
may be the cose for Syphacia muri.s, thus contributing to 
a high I'liR.
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Tlie surprising result that transmission of 9. mur i r 
is si.milar in rats allowed to he caged iudi.vidually 
compared to grouped rats may he interpreted in two 
ways. The first is that worm burdens in singly 
caged animals compere favourably with in
grouped animois because only self-infection occurs. 
In other words, rats grouped together do not pick up 
an infection from fellow rats, even thougl, tliis 
might V)c expected of grooming behaviour. There 
is no experimental evidence at hand to prove this. 
Therefore, it is more likely a second explanation 
is more reasonable, namely C. muris builds up an 
infection and maintains it at a suitable level in 
the interests of its own survival. .This suitable 
level is an inherent feature of S. Tmiris.
-ooOoo-
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
Duriiig t ransciissioii, Syphac.i a iriuris goes Ihrjugh four 
moults before reaching the adult stage. The use of 
the electron microscope was required to detect two moults 
while two others were observed under the light microscope 
After the final moult wliich occurs in the host about 66 
hours after hatching, the j'emaining four days of the 
life cycle of the female S. muris is occupied by growth 
and maturation of the eggs in the uterus.
The present study shows that in rats 3 to 1C weeks old, 
the number r> r Syphacia muris that become established 
increases with host age. Tliis is supported by studies 
carried out o n C . -lur is infect ions i n t ii e wi Id by 
Singhvi &. Johnson (1977) and Ashour ( 19hC) v/ho showed 
that older rats harboured more Syphacia .i.u.ris worms 
than young rats. The lack of age resistance to 
S_. rr'.uris in rats is at variance with that slcown by 
many nematodes in their hosts, e.g.. Panier (1969) 
showed that mice developed a striking ag- resistance to 
a related species, by phacia obvelaia, al tr.ough no other 
specific resis tance or immune responses were detected. 
Jacobson g Reed ( 1974) on the other hand, sViowed that 
athymic (nude) mice were more heavily infected wi hn 
9. obvelata than thymic mice and thus linked humoral
and/or cell-mediated immune responses to the res Is tan or 
demonstrated by athymic mice. In view of these con­
flicting reports, more work on the immune response in 
mice to 3. olan'lata is needed.
however, the absence of host age resistance has bocii 
observed in other nematodes and hence, tlie lack of age 
resistance to 3. muris is not an isolated case.
3 and ground (1929) suggested that age resistance I'lay not
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
Duriiig t ransiiiissioii, Syphac 1 a iriuris goes Ihrjugh four 
moults before reaching the adult stage. Tlie use of 
the electron microscope was required to detect two moults 
while two others were observed under the light microscope 
After the final moult which occurs in the host about 66 
hours after hatching, the remaining four days of the 
life cycle of the female S_. muris is occupied by growth 
and maturation of the eggs in the uterus.
The presen t study shows that in rats 3 to 1C weeks old, 
the number of Syohacia muris that become established 
increases with host age. Tliis is supported by studies 
carried out on C. -lur 1 s infections in the wild by 
Ginghvi &. Johnson (1977) and Ashour ( 19hO) who showed 
that older rats harboured more 3 y phacia :!:n.ris worms 
than young rats. The lack of age resistance to 
3 . 'f!uris in rats is at variance with that sliowri by 
many nematodes in their hosts, e.g.. Pan 1er (1969) 
showed that mice developed a striking ag- resistance to 
a related species, 3ynhacia olivela! a., although no other 
specific resistance or immuiie responses were detected. 
Jacobson 6 Reed ( 1974) on the other hand, si 10wed that 
athymic (nude) mice were more heavily infected wl t'n 
3. oi.'Velata than tliymic mice and thus linked humoral 
and/or cell-mediated immune responses to the res Is ta:.ci 
demonstrated by athymic mice. In view of these con­
flicting reports, more work on the immune response in 
mice to 3_. ohyrh a la is needed.
however, the absence of host age resistance has boon 
observed in other nematodes and hence, the lack of age 
resistance to 3. muris is not an isolated case.
3 and ground ( 1929) suggested that age resistance Tiiay not
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occur in host-paraci te systems tliat have evolved over a 
long period of time. Wakelin (1976), perhaps following 
UiiK'en (1963), suggested that such an evolution may be 
the result of reduced iminuriogenicity . biiile no 
attempt has been made to understand tiie lack of liost 
age resistance to 3. muris in the present study, it is 
suggested that due to the short life span of 3_. purls at 
the end of v/liich. female worms leave the liost, the rat 
does not mount any age resistance. Moreover, no 
pathogenic effects were found in infected rats, 
indicating that mur.Is has little reason to be dis­
lodged due to host age.
Although age resistance does not limit the worm burden 
of 3ynhac la. nn ri s in the rat, other forms of resistance 
are evident. The female rat harbours fewer worms than 
males. This may be an adaptation to further transmission 
in the wild via litter rats and is a feature which has 
remained in the laboratory rat. In the w.i Id , male rats
cover greater distances than females during foraging 
activity (Wood, 1971; Barnett, 1976; bass, 1977).
The .Comale is also confined to its nesting area duo 
to its litter-bearing activities. Therefore, it 1s 
easier for 3j, to be transmitted longer distances
by the male rat. The severe expulsion of wo rms w)i i ch 
occurs in the male rat no doubt eidiancos this form of 
transmission, and since the eggs of 3y ris remain 
viable for several weeks (Van der Gulden, 1366), it is 
a good strategy for transmission. but it is not known 
why male rats are capable of harbouring more 3_. mnris 
than females. The review by Solomon (1963) suggests 
that hormonal factors may be involved. hathies 
(1939 a. I)) found male mice harboured twice as 
Aspiculu/iis to trap to ra than females and at tribu tod this 
to the level of gonadal hormones with the onset of the
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oestrus cycle in the female. Stahl (1969b) agreed 
with Mathieu ( c 11.) that female sex hormones 
reduced worm burdens. behnke (1975) suggested that 
sex tiormones caused an immunodepressj.on in male mice 
infected with _A, to trantera, thereby allowing more 
— * 1'-bran te ra to become established. Dobson (1961) 
originally stated that oestrogens stimulated the 
immune response and lowered Kematos;ii.ro,1 ch's dubius 
burdens in female mice. Reappraisal of l^is data 
established that testosterone in males may suppress 
reactions to b. dubius (Dobson & Owen, 1973).
According to Solomon (1969), testosterone can in­
fluence the infection in favour of nale hamsters dosed 
with hip pos trnngyl us bras i liens is lar’vae. Thus 
evidence seems to favour the suppression of the immune 
response In male hosts and allow for a higher build up 
of parasites in them. Such a suppression of the immun^' 
system by testosterone in the rat may allow the accum­
ulation of G_. muris.
The rhytlimic egg deposition of G. mur 1 s during the day 
time is clearly an adaptation designed to take advantage 
of the host’s beViavioural activity and to further trans­
mission. Instead of depositing its eggs throughout the 
night and thereby endangering their loss in the faeces,
G . muris lays its eggs during tlie day when the host 
defaecates little and is least active. by laying .,:ost 
of its viable eggs at a particular time, that is at n o o n  
it not only allows a period of inculiatton for the larva 
in the egg, but also maximises the chances of infecting 
tlie rat when the latter begins grooming a.ctivity once 
dusk sets in. By this means G . muris is assured of 
being ingest ed, since about 90?o of the eggs are picked 
up by the host at ntght (Van der Gulden, 1966). It is 
also significant in that the circadian egg deposition of 
G . muris is linked witii the rhythmic maternal behaviour
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of the rat. The lactatirig female spends the greater I 
amonnt of Lime with its litter midway tl'irough the day,
(G ro La & Ador, 1969; Ader & Grota, 1970). This 
suggests that peak egg deposition and pronounced 
viability aL noon Lime is synchronized with maternal 
behaviour in order to further transmission in litter 
rats. but egg deposition in the day time and the 
period of Inculcation required lias meant that adapt­
ations have had to be made to avoid the loss of eggs 
from the perianal area. To overcome this , 9 . mu r/j s 
eggs have an adhesive property which makes tliem attach, 
t o t V', e s ]•: i n f i mil y .
In contrast to the day-time deposition I'bythm of 
Gy phaci a murn s , the triches trongyle bemn tspi roIdf'S 
d ubius wh i.cl'i is found in mice, lays most of its eggs 
between 19 and 24 hours (Lewis h Ghava, 1977) .
Another pinworni in mice, Aspiculvrris • to trautumra, lays 
most of its eggs towards dawn (bhillipson, 1974) when 
most of the faeces are deposited. both these w^.m.s 
are no doubt adapted to transmitting tl'ieir eggs in the 
faeces of tlieir respective hosts, and perhaps depend 
upon COpnopliagy for re-infection to take place.
Gypbacia euta^iii Tiner, 1943 and G . poromy;.;rvi harkema, 
1936 are not known to have a circadian rhythm of 
oviposition. bggs are instead passed out in the 
faeces wi tit transmission occurring by coprophagy 
and host contact (Parry, 1968). It will le inter^uciing 
to observe whether Gypbacia cJ. telli Tiner 6 Rausch, 1950 
worms which are fou.nd in the caecum of ground squirrels 
undergo a rhythmic migration in order to deposit eggs. 
Ginco the worr s do not rapture to discharge eggs when 
exposed to ai r (unlike G . muris and G . obv^ln ta) , eggs 
mature outside tlie host and are likely to be transm i. t ted 
when squirrels eat whole worms (Noble, 1965). Guch a
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inecluiiiisru would imply that ci loll i leaves the host 
in flic faeces.
Tlie fact fiat egg deposition is linked to tlie feeding 
regime of the host raises interesting prohlc'S. The 
feeding habit of the rat, like many othei' physiological 
functions, is a circadian activity (Gulzman. et al.,
1377). Many of these functions are endogenous (be Coursey 
136'ü) but they are likely to be influenced hy the leeding 
habits of the experimental animal. But the mechanism 
by which feeding time is linked to the circadian rhytlim 
is unknown. however, circadian pacemakers (linked with 
neurotra.nsmitiers) are known to reside in the hypothalamus 
(Stephen & Zucker, 1972) and these may be affected by 
the feeding habit of the animal; it is also possible that 
a food component may affect the pacemakers according to 
Stephen f Zucker, ( 1972). On the oilier liand, the nature 
of the circadian rhythm in £. muris is utiknov/n. It is 
possible that the rhytlim is exogenous and depends upon 
an external stimulus to become operative t-ecause tlie 
experiment::; on rats forced to feed during the day tiwo 
showed that the normal day time rhythm of egg deposition 
was shifted to the night time. Moreover, in self- 
infection studies G. mvris worms deposited eggs at night, 
presumably as a result of receiving a stimulus fron, the 
host's j’esti.ng period. Again, Van der .Gulden ( 1966) 
observed that only egg-depositing females foliowr^d a 
circadian j-’hythm wiiereas non-laying females appeared 
on the perian-il region during the night and day. This 
was also seen in the present investigation (personal 
observation.:;) so tit at the rhythm is not inherently 
present in muri.s but develops in tiie females when 
it i :: egg-d e post ti.ng time. Further research is 
required to determine who ther or no t female 2* t s
develop a sensory mechanism capable of receiving a s timulus 
to m i grate only when the female is close to tiie end of its 
life cycle. By sampling rats OTitrained to continuous
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periods of liglii or darkness, the nature of tiie 2* rio 
egg deposition riiythm may be determined furtiier.
Syphacia muris is a prolific egg producer, but in con- 
par iso n with most nematodes, female 2» ''tu ris lay a smaller 
number of eggs, v;hicb is peibaps suited to the short 
1 i. F e c y c 1 e . or ex. am pie. En tero i.) i u s venmi cu laris 11 a s 
a 2 - 4 week life cycle,- although it may be longer 
(Reardon, 1938) and lays 11,000 eggs per day. Egg 
•deposition in Ascaris 1 umbricoides begins 2 months 
after a host is infected and can continue for 1 2 -  18 
months, with as many as 200,000 eggs being laid daily 
(Brown A. Bolding, 1964) . An cycles to'ma d n o d e n al e matures 
in 9 - 6 weeks time and deposits 29,000 to 30,000 eggs 
daily (Gclimidt & Roberts, 1977). On the other hand, 
female worms of the mouse pinworm, CypTiaria ol-vclata, 
wliich has a 10 day life cycle, produces about 290 
eggs per female (Ghava - pers. comm.). The rat plriworm 
has little need to produce any more eggs tlian necessary.
By releasing most of its eggs at a particular time of the 
day and providing these adhere firmly to the perianal 
j'cgion, 2» T'luris is assured that most of its eggs will 
he transmitted to its host by contact. But in spite 
of tliese safety measures, fewer than 30/ of the worms 
become established in the host. It may bo pj-'esumed 
that many eggs are lost after ingestion, al though !hie 
number tliat survive is sufficient to irai n tain id-ie populalj on 
at a level wliich is not detrimental either to tl'o host 
or to the parasite.
D e n s i t. y -do p e n d e n t factors affect the number of worms that 
survive. Erori a large dose of eggs, few worms are prod­
uced. But tne crowding effect does not limit the fecundity 
of G . muri s , although worm size is reduced in 72-hour 
large infections. The similar worm lengths in 7-day
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old 1nf0 0lions resulting either from a small or large 
infective dose of eggs suggests that normal grov/tli is 
resumed following the crowding effect. Retarded growth 
lias been observed in Ostertagi.a os lie ri agi (liichel, 1969) 
and at least 30 otlier species of nematodes according to 
Michel ( 1974). The time at which eggs are laid appears 
to have a greater effect on the number of worms that 
will develop rather tiian the number of eggs that are 
ingested, e.g. more v/orms of 2* muris develop from 
eggs laid around noon time.
The expulsion piienomenon is no doubt the manifestation 
of an immune response. Its role in the transmission 
of 2' muris through the male rat has already been cited.
The severe f'xpulsion in the male rat’and expulsion In 
1)0til male and female rats v/hich occurs only after a 
tertiary dose of 1000 eggs is administered implies 
tdia.t the immune response is dose-dependent. According 
to Dineen ( 1963), a small or moderate i.nfection would 
evoke no immune response in a host and would be suk- 
limirally tolerated. But a minimum threshold level of 
antigenic information would be necessary to s t i'nul a to the 
response. If the antigenic information was large enough, 
the immune response would operate to reduce the worm 
liurden to a point tolerable to the h o s t . b inald e_t al. , 
(1964), and ill no en et al. (1963 a), produced considerable 
data in support of Idils hypothesis by working with 
Nemutodi run spa 1.1)iger and Ttaomoncluis cr>ntcr tus in s h e e p .
It has also been reported tliat a certain amount of antigeni 
stimulus is required for expulsion to occur in. rats 
infected wi tli IM ppostrnngyl us liras il lens i. s (Jarrett ct al., 
196,9; Jenkins f Bhillipson, 1970. bakclin ( 1973) 
found that a sufficient number of Trichiuns iiuris was 
r e q u i r e d  to stimulate its expulsion in mice. But 
Wakelin m I.loyd ( 1973) found that T rich in ell a sp irai I s 
exiiulsion could occur with as little as 10 worms or 
witli 49 vm,r;::s. Borgs teede and Hendriks ( 1979) found 
that calves would expel Coe perla onco she ra only at high
1 4 3
levels of irifeci.lon, while it low levels tliere was 
h a I ' d 1 y a n y o b s c rvab le reaction. The e ] > u 1 s 1 o n of 
Tri cbostronrylun erilnbriformii.s was dependent upon 
a tliresVi.old level of antigenic stimulation (Chiejtna 
d Gewell, 1974). Thus most of the evidence fro;:' the 
literature tends to favour the requirement of a 
sufficient antigenic stimulus to elicit an immune 
response, such as the expulsion of worms. in the 
case of 2* s tiie expulsion phase may also depend
upon a sufficient number of worms being stimulated.
But it may also be argued that worms were not expelled, 
prior to a third infection dose due to immunological 
incompe bonce of the young rats used in t>ic experltücn ts.
For example, lambs less than six months old do not 
acciuire immunity against b. con tortus (Urquliart et al., 
1966) and rats against N» bras ilions i s (Jarrett, 1971). 
Ncmai-ospi ro i.des dulijus fails to es tablisli in young mice 
perhaps due to lack of functional immunological cu'i.ipe te nee 
(Cypess et al., 1973).
The Liiimune res no use to G . muris needs fui'ther i.nvO S  I -
igation to determine whether it is a cell or antibody- 
mediated response. Both factors have been cited in ' 
nematode literature as being responsible for* the expulsion 
phenomenon. Love ( , 1975) clearly stated tliat both
anti-bodies and lymphocytes were necessary for the 
expulsion of N* brasiliensis in mice. bakelin (1975) 
linked gene tic factors in mice influenci ng the 
expulsion of Trichuris muris but lie also considc.rni] tliat 
anti-body ii'ediated and lyiphoid cell-i'iediated components 
were necessary. Dawkins ct al., (1980) suggested tliat 
G tron/ylo idm; rr 11 i. expulsai on was T-cell dependent.
The immuni ty to T . nuris was thymus dependent according 
to Wakelin J Gelby ( 1974). Earlier, 'iakeli( 1970)
had found that by suppressing the immune syste:n of mice 
after administering tliem with cortisone acetate, the 
infection l-'vel. of T. muris could be raised. By using /
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cort I cos teroia drugs to suigtress tlie iinnune r espouse 
ill tlie host, several investigators have inil j.rec tly 
linked the immune response to cell-mediated factors.
Ogilv.ie (1965) studied the fate of ]£• hr us i 1 .i cns i s 
in cortisone-administered rats and recovered higher 
worm burdens from them than from non-treated controls. 
Tlatlii.es (1962) found a lowering of resistance in mice 
infected with A. iu-'traptera due to cortisone. Behnke 
(1975) suppressed immunity to A. tetrap bora by injecting 
mice with hydrocortisone. WTiile Olson Gcliillier
(1975) used corticosteroids to suppress expulsion of 
2» rattj in rats. Moqbel & Denham (1973) achieved, the 
same effect by injecting hosts with betamethasone, 
riichel A. Sinclair ( 1969) found cortisone depressed the 
immune I'esponse j.n calves and allowed C. os to r tagi 
burdens to incr'ease. Thus, in view of the large evidence 
available for expulsion occuring in other nematode-host 
systems due to suppression of tlie immune i’esponse, 
a cell-'Modi.ated factor may operate in rats. But a.rti- 
bodies may also be involved; as 2» s is found in
the mucous lining of the caecal wall and does not pass 
thru ugh. a. tissue ptiase, the components necessary foi' 
expulsion may be found in the mucus. Dobson (1966) 
demonstrated that antibodies were present in intestinal 
mucus of sheep infected with Peso pharos, tn; imn col i r - h i  a.nun .
Tlie course of infection followed, liy the tlirce g .roups nf 
rats under differing experimental conditions showed 
reimarkah'le similarity. After increasing for l.he 
first 32 days of the infection period, woimi burdens 
fluctuated around an equilibi'ium level. Since the 
conditions of true experiments closely approached those 
iv 1 abo ratorics, in. animal no uses, tliu resul ts are a 
ref loc Ixiuwi of the normal course of events. The 
accumulation of worms in the 32 days .indicated lack of
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resistance on llie part of tin' liost. At this stage either 
the host was iinmunologically incompe ten t, as has been 
cited in the case of b. contortns infections in lambs 
(Urquhart et al., 1966) and b. dubins in mice (Cypess 
et al., 1973), or not enough worms of 2* '-unris were 
present to elicit an immune response of tlic type suggested 
by Dineen (1963).
The small decreases and.increases in the rat of infection 
v/hioh characterise the steady state after 32 days may 
be explained by two references available in the literature. 
According to the 'threshold level' of antigenicity 
described by Dineen (1963), sufficient antigenic 
information must have been present in the liost 32 days 
after the infection was initiated in orde.r to s timula te 
an immune response and thei’eby lower tlie worm burden 
to a tolerable level. The lowered worm burden was, 
however, insufficient to maintain the antigenic stimulus 
and, therefore, the burden was allowed tu rhse to a lev^^l 
which again elicited a host reaction. But Michel (1963, 
argued that tVio course of infection of Osturtug, 1 a
os I, e rqf i in calves was maintained by a turnover of wo r mj 
A number of worms of 0. os ter tagi wa.s lost during the 
course of infection and tliis depended Uj'on tlie number 
present in the host, whth no immune ’^espouses being 
involved in the regulation of worms . There is no o tlier 
reference available in the literature to support Michel's
hypothesis. In the case of G* ri s regulation in the
rat, a steady state .is probably maintained by an immu-r-'
response and a fast turnover of worms because it is
apparent that a large number of worms does elicit a 
host resistance response, and daily au to In fee tion 
c o u p l e d  wife the Sfio.rt (9-day) ] ife-cycl e p no v ides 
the fast turnover that is necessary.
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The stability depicted by 2* tin ris in i.ts conrse of 
infection ban been apparent in other nematode ti'ans- 
misa.Lon cycles. But only recently have serious 
at I oii'p ts been made to analyse the factors involved in 
maintaining this stability. Crofton. (1971) used a 
mathematic-al model to study host-parasi to relati.onsliips, 
and he suggested that population densities of parasites 
fluctuated around equilbrium levels. Essentially the 
cquililiriun was achieved by the parasites regulating 
their ov/]i populations through sued) mechanisi'is as the 
liost immune response. Bradley (1972, 1974), maintained 
that density-dependent factors, such as competition, 
the immune response, regulated parasite populations and 
produced stability in the system. Grundmann ej,. al.
(1976) decided on the basis of extensive data that 
was collected from the wild that no less than eleven 
factors con tribu ted to the stability of pai-asite 
popu 1 at.1 ous . Anderson ( 1976), 1/asing li is s 1.11dies on
matliematical models, concluded tliat parasite populat inns 
reached equilibrium levels as a result of four rat,' 
parameters: (a) birth, (b) emigration, (c) immigration,
(d) death. in order to reach equilibrium levels, 
anyone of these rate parameters was needed to be 
regulated by density-dependent factors. In the abseiice 
of density-dependent constraints regulating a rate, for 
example, birth, the population could proceed unchecked 
and rise exponentially. In nature, hiowever, den si ty- 
depend eut factors do operate and control populations.
For example, egg output per worm in heavy infections of
0. cs l..(a'/',og i. in calves is depressed in comparison with 
light infections (Michel, 1967). The inm.uiu-? response 
of the rat i.s lilmly to be one of the dens I ty-do pend ont 
factors that regulate G . muris population and ther "'by 
con tribu !,e to its stability. The role played by o ther 
dens.i ty-dependent factors, such as overcrowding, 
compel 11,ion, need to be do termined .
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To conclude, Gy phar; i a mn.ri.s and the rat host present 
us with a model for further study of host-parasite 
relationsl) iq)s. In particular, it needs to he deter­
mined whether or not the circadian rliytlm of egg
deposition hy migrating females is exogenous or
endogenous in nature, and if it is linked to other host
act j v:i, 1:1 es besides feeding and defaecation . V/o rl; is 
required on the population dynamics of G . muTcis in 
terms of the four rate parameters : birth, immigration,
emigration and death, and the relevance of density- 
dependent processes. Gome problems associated with 
Gy jthac i.a muris - infected rats have perhops deterred 
workei's in the past from using tliem for extensive 
studies. These problems have l)een' overcome during 
the COul'se of the present work. By using sterile 
isolators, worm-free rats have been raised in the 
lab0ra I(:• ry . Ra.ts iiave 1.)en main tained i n ven ti 1.a,ted ,
perspex-top cages outside the isolators for relatively 
long periods of time witiiout becoming infected from 
the air. A metliod has been described for 11 le 
collection of 2* !^-"--8vi s eggs from tlic peilanal region.
Thf'se nieasures and tlie short, direct life cycle of 
G . "luris worms, their easy availability in tine lab­
oratory makes the rat pinworm ideal for tl.c study of 
infection processes. The application of t'ncsc results 
to an understanding of the nature of the pinworm infection 
in man should prove invaluable since there is little 
knowledge available about bn to robins ver"ii cu.ln.ri s 
whirdi is found in ciiildre.n universally and wliich 
can.no t be cultured in laboratory hosts.
-ooOoo-
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PARASITOLGY ( 1 9 7 9 )
Reprinted from 7. ZooL, LoncL (1980) 191, 429-433
Rhythmic egg deposition by the oxyurid nematode Syphacia muris in the rat
Introduction
A dult male and  female worms o f  Syphacia muris (Yamaguti,  1935), com m only  know n 
as pin w orm s (N em ato d a :  Oxyuroidea), inhabit the caecum o f  most laboratory-bred, ra t  
colonies (Stahl, 1961 ; Tads ,  1976). G ravid  female worms migrate from  the caecum  o f  the 
rat to ' th e  anus a n d  deposit their em bryonated  eggs on the h o s t’s perianal skin. The ra t  
becomes infected by ingesting eggs directly from the  perianal region prim arily  whilst
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groom ing itself. The life cycle from em bryonated  egg to  egg-producing females in the 
caecum o f  the rat is com ple ted  within eight days (Prince, 1950; Stahl, 1961, 1963).
van der G ulden  (1967) show ed th a t  gravid females o f  Syphacia muris follow a diurnal 
rhy thm  when laying their  eggs on the perianal skin o f  the rat, most o f  the eggs being 
deposited during  the daytim e with a peak occurring a ro u n d  noon . Lewis & Shava (1977) 
observed a similar rhy thm ic  pa tte rn  o f  egg deposition in female S. obvelata (R udolphi, 
1802) in the labora to ry  mouse. In contrast  the m igration  by females o f  the hum an  pinworm  
Enterobius vermicularis (L., 1758) follows a rhy thm  b u t  egg laying takes place at night 
(M acA rth u r ,  1930). Because man is active during  the day an d  rodents  are nocturnal 
anim als (R ichter, 1922, 1927; Barnett, 1976) it seems reasonable  to suggest tha t  the 
m igration o f  female pin worm s a long  the gastro-intestinal tract m ay be linked with the 
h os t’s activity or  inactivity, eggs being laid when the m am m alian  host is least active. By 
using the m e thod  described by Lewis & R en tm ore  (1979) for recording the general and 
feeding activity o f  small m am m als , the present pap e r  therefore  considers the role of 
feeding activity in the ra t  in the rhy thm ic  deposition  o f  eggs by female Syphacia muris.
M aterials and methods
Six male and six female 3-week-old Sprague-Dawley laboratory rats, which had been experi­
mentally infected with Syphacia muris were sampled for eggs deposited by female worms on the 
perianal skin using sellotape. Sampling was carried out throughout a 24-hour period, each sample 
representing the total number of eggs released per rat/2 hours. The rats were allowed to feed 
ad lib and the timing of defaecation and feeding activity (expressed as a percentage of the overall 
activity of the rat/hour) was recorded over a continuous 24 hour period using a faecal sampler 
and activity cage previously described by Lewis & Rentmore (1968, 1979).
Nine male and 9 female 3-week old rats infected with Syphacea muris were also conditioned 
for 10 days to feed during the daytime and to abstain at night. The above egg sampling and host 
recording procedures were repeated with the view to investigate the effect of a reversal in the 
feeding behaviour of  the rat on the timing of egg deposition by Syphacia muris.
Furthermore, in order to determine whether the timing of daily egg deposition might influence 
the hatching success and subsequent development and maturation of Syphacia muris in the rat, 
samples of 150-715 eggs were collected at 1000, 1200, 1400 and 1600 hr from the perianal region 
of rats exhibiting a  normal feeding and defaecation pattern; these eggs were fed to groups of 
three male and three female 3-week-old rats. The latter were autopsied 72 hours after initial 
infection and the caecum examined for numbers of adult worms established.
Results
T he egg laying pa tte rn  o f  female Syphacia muris in norm ally  fed male an d  female 
rats is shown in Table  I. Eggs prim arily  app ea r  on the perianal region between 0800 and 
1800 hr, which is also the per iod  when b o th  male an d  female rats show m inim um  feeding 
activity an d  no  defaecation. T he peak  o f  egg deposition  occurs at noon  time when no 
feeding takes  place. On the o ther  h an d  few or no eggs are laid by Syphacia muris when the 
ra t  is actively feeding a n d  defaecating in the  evening a n d  early m orn ing  between 1800 
an d  0600 h r  (Table 1). I f  however ra ts  are cond itioned  to  feed during  the daytim e from 
0800 to  1600 h r  instead o f  from  1800 to  0600 hr, the  pa tte rn  o f  egg laying in Syphacia 
muris also changes (Table 11). T he  peak  o f  egg deposition , following an active feeding 
period  by the rat,  shifts from  noon  to  1600 h r  with  a second peak  re -appearing  later at 
0200 in m ale  an d  from  0200 to 0400 h r  in female rats.
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The present work also shows tha t  the timing o f  the peak  o f  egg deposition is likely to  
influence the transmission o f  Syphacia muris in the ra t  as eggs deposited by female worm s 
a t 1200 hr in normally fed male rats and  at 1400 hr in female rats appear  to  be more 
infective than egg samples taken at either 1000 o r  1600 h r (Table III). Infectivity here is 
expressed as the percentage o f  adult worms establishing themselves in the caecum o f  
the rat following ingestion o f  know n doses o f  eggs from the perianal region.
T a b l e  I
The percentage o f  Syphacia muris eggs deposited every two hours in nude 
and fem ale ra ts exhibiting a normal feeding and defaecation period  
( +  denotes faeces present)
Time o f  day 
(hr)
/^ eg g s
deposited/rat/hour  
M ale Female
% feeding activity 
rat/hour 
M ale Fem ale
Tim ing o f  
defaecation
0200 0 0 13 2 2 1 6 +
0400 0 0 8 4 2 1 +
0600 0 0 1 0 4 6 +
0800 9 8 21 6 1 3 0 -
1000 12 9 2 6 0 2 4 1 8 —
1200 (noon) 4 7 0 28 1 0 0 -
1400 2 7 0 9 8 0 9 0 —
1600 2 7 1 1 0 14 0 0 +
1800 0 6 3 4 9 4 15 6 -f
2000 0 0 118 1 3 2 +
2200 0 0 13 1 1 2 9 -
2400 (midnight) 0 0 4 8 5 2 -
T a b l e  II
The percentage o f  Syphacia muris eggs deposited  
every two hours in male and fem ale ra ts subjected to 
an abnormal feeding period  ( +  denotes the period  o f  
feeding activity)
%eggs
deposited/rat/hr
■ Feeding  
periodTime (hours) M ale Female
0200 143 24 1 —
0400 0 5 2 1 6 -
0600 0 5 8 -
0800 1 0 0 4 +
1000 0 0 +
1200 (noon) 0 0 +
1400 0 0 +
1600 66T 37 1 +
1800 45 3 0 -
2000 0 5 0 4 -
2200 3 5 0 1 -
2400 (midnight) 9 6 7 3 —
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Table 111
The rehitionship between worm establishm ent and timing o f  egg  
deposition by  Syphacia muris in fem ale and male rats
"u worm s established in caecum  o f  rats 
Tim ing o f  e g g ---------------------------------------------------------------
deposition (hours) M ale Female
1000 2 6 0 71
1200 5 7 9 23 8
1400 13 3 4 7 9
1600 0 0
Discussion
R ats  are nocturnal an im als  a n d  their feeding pattern  is circadian  (Richter, 1922, 1927). 
Margules et ai. (1972) sta ted  tha t  when labo ra to ry  ra ts  are  m ain ta ined  on a 24 hour 
l ight/dark  cycle, approx im ate ly  80%  o f  their total food in take occurs in the dark. In 
the present study  labora to ry -b red  Sprague-Dawley rats infected with Syphacia tniiris, 
also show peaks o f  feeding activity prim arily  between 1800 an d  0200 hr, with the feeding 
stimulus likely to  be the result o f  rhythm ic  muscle con trac t ion  in the gastro-intestinal 
t rac t (Richter, 1927).
A lthough  few or no eggs o f  Syphacia niuris are present on the perianal region o f  rats 
dur ing  the per iod  o f  darkness, it is possible th a t  gastro-intestinal muscle contraction, 
followed by feeding activity and. flow o f  digestive juices, may stim ulate  m a tu re  females of 
Syphacia m uris to  com m ence m igration  from  the  r a t ’s caecum during  this nocturnal 
period. By the time the ra t  is ab o u t  to  enter a  resting period, a ro u n d  0800 hr, female 
w orm s are ready  to  deposit the ir  eggs around, the perianal skin reaching a peak  at noon 
in b o th  male a n d  female hosts (Table 1). Eggs are therefore  present on the host from  0800 
to  1800 h r  a t  a  tim e when little feeding activity nor defaecation takes place. This could 
be advan tageous  to  the p inw o rm  because in the absence o f  faecal p rodu c t io n  there  is less 
l ikelihood o f  eggs being lost o r  d islodged from  the  hos t 's  perianal region. Furtherm ore 
the p ro longed  inactive per iod  during  the daytim e allows suflicient time for  the eggs to 
incubate  an d  becom e infective before the  r a t ’s noc turnal activities (including defaecation, 
feeding an d  groom ing) begin a t  1800 hr. T ransm ission o f  Syphacia m uris  in the rat is 
therefore  likely to  take  place a t  n ight when infective eggs are  ingested during  the process 
o f  groom ing. N o t  all the eggs p roduced  during  the  day  are equally  infective to  the rat 
since eggs deposited  at 1200 a n d  1400 h r  in male and  female rats respectively were more 
infective th an  those deposited  by female w orm s earlier o r  later in the day  (Table III).
The present w ork  has also shown th a t  a  change in the tim ing o f  egg deposition by 
female Syphacia m uris can  take  place by reversing the feeding pa tte rn  o f  male an d  female 
infected ra ts  (Table II). A  small peak  o f  egg deposition occurs at 0200 hr in male and 
from  0200 to  0400 h r  in female rats, which corresponds to  the time of 
m uris egg o u tp u t  in rats exhibiting a norm al feeding pattern . This suggests tha t  female 
w orm s are able to  adjust the ir  intestinal m igration w ith  subsequent rhy thm ic  deposition 
o f  eggs to  a  change in the  h o s t ’s feeding activity to  ensure successful transmission. Al­
thou g h  m ax im um  egg deposition in the  present experiments occurs a t  1600 hr, following
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an active feeding period, it is possible tha t had  the rats been acclimatized to  a reversed 
feeding regime for longer than  10 days the op tim um  peak in egg deposition might have 
shifted to 0200 or 0400 hrs. This would o f  course correspond  to  th e p in w o rm ’s noon-time 
rhythm  in normally fed rats (Table I). F u r th e r  studies are now in progress to  determine 
whether or not the peak in egg deposition at 1600 hr remains or d isappears in rats acclima­
tized for at least a  m onth  to  a reversal in their feeding pattern .
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r i i a  p r é s e n t  s t u d y  c o n s i d e r s  wl i e j ) i e r  d e n s i t y - d e p r a i d e n t  p r oc e s s e s  a r c  respr tnsi l i le fur 
r t ' g n i a t i n g  t iu '  j iojui la l  ions  o f  a n  o x y u r o i d  neitmtode, Sy]>h<u iu m u r is in l a l i o r a t o r y  r a t s  a n d  
a  I r icl iost  r o n g y l e  n e m a t o d e  Nvmiilns])ir(iiilrs duttius in l a b o r a t o r y  a n d  wi ld  mice .
M a t u r e  f em a l e  w o r m s  o f S y j th d c i i i  n n t r i s  m i g r â t e f r o m  t in '  r a t  c a e e i i m  d u r i n g  d a y l i g h t  hour s  
t o  d< posi t  eggs  on  t h e  h o s t ' s  p e r i a n a l  regioTi o n  d a y  H pos t  infer  l imi ( I t ' S d \  a & 1 , ewis ( I tlTIl), 
I'urnsitnhic/j i 79,  xxi ) .  F o l l o w i n g  a  s h o r t  c n d i r y o n a t  ion p e r i o d  t h e s e  e g g s  a r e  d n e e t  ly i n h e t n o  
t o  suse i ' p t  ihle h o s t s  a n d  w h e n  g i o u p s  o f  m a l e  a n d  f e m a l e  W i s t a r  r a t s  a r e  e x pe r in i e i i t n l l y  
i n f e c t e d  w i t h  i n d i \ i d n a l  d os e s  o f  lOD, .500 a n d  I liutt eggs ,  m o r e  w o r m s  s m  \  i ve  m m a l e  t h a n  
in l em id e  h os t s .  F r o m  d a y s  2 t o  8 t l a ‘r(> is o \  einII  a  d e c l i n e  in t he  r m m h e r  ol w o r m s  e s tn h h s h i n g  
t h emse t \ - es  in t h e  c a e c u m .  T h i s  loss o f  i n f ec t i o n  is a l s o  d o s e - d e p e n d e n t , w i t h  less w o r m s  
s u r v i x u n g  in rat  s g i v en  l a r g e r  init itd i no c u l a .  W i t h  t he  e x c e p t  m n  o f  d a y s  2 a n d  3 pos t  -infect  ion, 
t h e r e  is l i t t le  \  a r i a  t a r n  in w o r m  si/.e a n d  e g g  j u i x i u c t i m i  in f u i m a r y  i n f e e t i o n s  o f  .S', miiris  
a n d  o n  d a y  8 t he  m a  jorit  y  o f  w o r m s  a re e x p e l l e d  f r o m  t la '  c a e e u m . W h e n  r at  s a re cha l l enged  
w i t h  k n o w n  d o se s  o f  I 'ggs o n  d a y s  8 a n d  Iti, r n  rnnsse  arnl  i n t e r m i t t e n t  w o r m  e x p u l s i o n  occurs  
in m a l e  m a l  f en u d e  h o s t s  r espec t ix ' e ly .
I n  / V S l l / C S I  l a h o r r d o r y  m i c e  i n f e c t e d  w i t h  A'f'miit '>sj)irnidrs d u h i u s .  on  lia- c o n t r a r y ,  wo r ms  
a r e  not  e x p e l l ed  in p r i m a i  y  i n f e c t i on s :  n e i t h e r  is I h e r e  a n y  c l e a r  i n d i c a t i o n ,  at  least  up  to 
d a y  I (ttt pos t  . i nf ec t ion ,  o f  t ho  e x i s t e n c e  o f  d e n s i t y  d e p e n d e n c y  in t h e  s i i r v i xa l  o f  wo rm 
p o p u l a t i o n s .  I l o w c v e r ,  a s  t ho s i / e  o f  t ho ini t  lal l a r v a l  d o s e  i n c r ea s e s ,  a d u l t  w o r m s  do  mi g rat e 
t o  a  m o r e  p o s t e r i o r  posi t  ion in t h e  u p p r ' r  s m a l l  i n t e s t i n e  f r o m  d a y  4n  o n w a r d s ,  a c c o m p a n i e d  
h y  s o m e  r e d u c t i o n  in w o r m  siy.o a n d  eg g  p r o d u c t i o n .  F o l l o w i n g  c h a l l e n g e  w i t h  l a rge  larxal  
d o s e s  o f  N .  duhiiis, w o r m  c s i a h h s h m e n t  in t h e  s m a l l  i n t e s t i n e  o f  l a b o r a t o r y  m i c e  is r educed .  
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  t h e  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  a n  i m m i m o  r e s j ions e  in wi ld  m o u s e  p op i i l a l  ions  is l ikely 
t o  be  d e p e n d e n t  u p o n  t he  d e n s i t y  o f  f r e e - l iv i ng  in feet i ve  l a r v a l  s t a g e s  o f  X .  d u h iu s ,  t he  
siirx iviil o f  w h i c h  is in t u r n  i n t h i e nc c d  b y  d i ' i i s i t y - i nd e p e n d en . t  ] i rocesses .  I n  Sypluirin  muris.  
w h e r e  f r i ' c - l iving l a r v a l  s t a g e s  a r c  a b s e n t , t b e  p o p u l a t i o n  is r e g u l a t e d  b y  s o m e  dens i ty-  
d e ] i e n d c n t  c o n s t r a i n t s  j i r i m a r i l y  o p e r a t i n g  o n  d o v c l o j i i n g  w o r m s  in  t h e  c a e c u m  o f  t h e  r a t .
PARA SI TO LO GY (|980)
RllYT'JJMIC EGG RELEASE BY IN T ES T IN A L  NE Wx TO DES JN RODENTS
J .  W. J.,EW IS  & J .  D ' S I L V A ,  DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY,
ROYAI, HOLLOWAY COLLEGE, UN IV ER SI TY  OF LONDON , ECU AM , SU I-IN. Y , I :. :
The  p r e s e n t  s t u d y  c o n f i r m s  t h n i  m a t u r e  f e m a l e s  o f  t l io  
rat: p in w orm  Syp h a c i a  m u r i s  ( I )  and t h e  mouse p in w o r m  
S . o b v e l a t a  m i g r a t e  f r om  t l i e  c a e c a  o f  i n f e c t e d  h o s t s  d u r i n g  
d a y l i g h t  h o u r s  t o  d e p o s i t  eggs on t h e  p e r i a n a l  s k i n .  By 
r e c o r d i n g  t h e  a c t i v i t y  o f  S p r a g u e - D a w l e y  l a b o r a t o r y  r a t s  
i n f e c t e d  w i t h  S . m u r i s  and MFI  l a b o r a t o r y  m i c e  w i t h  S . obv e La ta  
( 2 ) ,  i t  was shown t h a t  t h e  p e a k  o f  d a i l y  egg r e l e a s e  o c c u r s  
a r o u n d  noon when t h e  r o d e n t s  a r e  l e a s t  a c t i v e ,  f o l l o w i n g  an 
a c t i v e  f e e d i n g  p e r i o d  o v e r n i g h t .  I n  a d d i t i o n  a ch an ge  i n  f h e  
t im i . n g  o f  t i ie  p e a k  o f  egg r e l e a s e  a l s o  t a k e s  p l a c e  by  r e v e r s ­
i n g  t l ie  h o s t ' s  f e e d i n g  p a t t e r n  and d a y l i g h t  c o n d i t i o n s  ( 3 ) .
The  s u c c e s s  o f  Sy p h a c i a  eggs h a t c h i n g  i n  t h e  caecum i s  
a l s o  d e p e n d e n t  upon t h e  t i m e  when t h e  eggs a r e  d e p o s i t e d  and  
i n g e s t e d  by t h e  h o s t .  I n  5 . m u r i s , eggs d e p o s i t e d  a r o u n d  
n o o n t i m e  a r e  more v i a b l e  t h a n  a t  an y  o t h e r  t i m e  o f  d a y .  As 
r o d e n t s  f e e d  and d e f a e c a t e  m o s t l y  a t  n i g h t ,  i t  i s  l i k e l y  t h a t  
t h e  i n f e c t i v e  eggs a r e  i n g e s t e d  i n  d a y l i g h t  h o u r s  p r i m a r i l y  
d u r i n g  t h e  a c t  o f  g r o o m i n g  t o  a v o i d  b e i n g  p a s s e d  o u t  i n  tlm'  
f a e c e s .
. U n l i k e  S y p h a c i a , eggs o f  t h e  t r i c h o s t r o n g y l e  ne mat od n  
N o m a t o s p i r o i d e s  d u b i u s  f r o m  MFI m i c e  do p a s s  o u t  i n  t l i e  
f a e c e s  w i t h  a p e a k  o c c u r r i n g  a t  1 9 . 0 0  -  2 4 . 0 0  h o u r s . T h i s  
e n a b l e s  t h e  eggs t o  l e a v e  t h e  h o s t  a t  i t s  mo st  a c f i v o  f iw ’d i n g  
and d e f a e c a t i n g  p e r i o d  and t o  a l l o w  f u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  
eggs i n t o  f r e e - l i v i n g  i n f e c t i v e  l a r v a l  s t a g e s  i n  t h e  s o i l  
v e g e t a t i o n .  T h e r e f o r e  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  t i m i n g  o f  t h e  prvnk o f  
egg r e l e a s e  by f e m a l e  p in w o r m  ( o x y u r o i d )  and t r i c h o s t r o n u y 1e 
nem atodes i s  l i n k e d  w i t h  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  o f  
i n f e c t i v e  s t a g e s  t o  t h e  d e f i n i t i v e  r o d e n t  h o s t .
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